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From the Editor’s Desk
Back in the late 1970s, divorce was not as accepted. It had a stigma, and
many times, married couples stopped socializing with their divorced
friends—as though divorce were a disease that could spread.
My parents were the opposite. In an environment when many
divorcees were shunned, the doors at our house were kept open—the only
difference, it seemed, was that the couple wouldn’t be visiting together
anymore. My siblings and I were instructed to behave as though no change
had occurred, and “for God’s sake, do not ask questions.” Kids were mean,
though, and kids were gossips. No matter what our playmates were
whispering, we were warned it was not our place to judge, because, Dad
explained, “we don’t know what went on behind closed doors.”
Humans are much like houses—in many respects, what the world sees
of us every day is only a set of closed doors. Behind them, there are things
we think but don’t say, feelings we harbor but won’t share, deeds to which
we can’t publicly admit, and memories we conveniently alter. In short, our
closets are full of secrets.
In Issue 6, seventeen artists brood on the secrets we keep, and what
happens when they are exposed. A shocking occurrence on campus
unmasks a professor’s true nature and a self-proclaimed loser denies the
truth behind missing person’s posters. An encounter with a terrifying
machine stirs up a horrid past and a destructive reality lurks between a
birthday dinner’s courses. A tiny boxcar boogeyman unleashes a daughter’s
rage while ordinary colors and unusual mattresses strip away the pretense of
composure.
We keep secrets for many reasons: shielding our loved ones’ feelings,
protecting our livelihoods, survival, shame, terror, manipulation, the means
to an end. But while secrets’ exposure can tear our lives and dreams apart,
keeping them does something else: it weighs us down, burdens us, and
perhaps even prevents us from reaching our true potential or living a happier

life. The thing to remember is that disasters in the wake of exposed secrets
may destroy the house—but there is always a foundation left behind on
which to rebuild.
Still, my parents were right: We don’t know what goes on behind
closed doors, and maybe it’s better if we never find out.
Welcome to the house where the doors are left ajar.
Welcome to 34 Orchard.
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Shrike Song
Zachary Kellian

A woman has been tailing him for blocks. She walks in a profane way, like a
tweaker or a zombie, and it feels as if her stare is anchored to him. He stops
at an intersection and feigns interest in the myriad advertisements and fliers
stapled to a telephone pole. He hopes his stalker will grow weary and move
along.
There is a missing person’s poster among the detritus; it has been
posted atop the other bills with urgency. He’s so close to it he can smell the
acrid pong of the splintering wood around it. He examines the face of the
missing woman at the center of the poster; he notes her large opal eyes, her
high-swept cheekbones, her small mouth pressed into a dour grimace and
pierced with an off-center stud. The photo itself is blurry, the image washed
out by the lines of an old ink jet printer.
He looks over his shoulder, half hoping the woman following him will
be gone, but she’s only a few feet away now, standing in the eerie stillness of
the intersection. Silent and intense, she sways on her feet, ever so slightly,
like a dead leaf about to flee its branch. He turns back to the missing person
poster. Compares the woman there to his silent stalker. He is certain. He’s
being followed by the missing woman.
He turns his full body to her, stifles the instinct to wave or smile; he has
learned over time such gestures are futile. Instead, he speaks to her in a
calm, reassuring way. It helps him keep his own composure.
“I have a name for you now.”
She remains mute. The only communication comes from her eyes,
wide and limpid—fixed in a silent scream.
“This flier says your name is Madeline Gosser. You’ve been missing for
almost two weeks.”
She says nothing. He knows she will follow him home, just as the
others have done. Maybe this time it will be different, he thinks. At least now
he can put a name to that which haunts him.

♥
Back home, in the childhood bedroom he now rents from his mother,
he likes to watch the shrikes feed in the indigo shade of the neighbor’s
Jacaranda tree. He watches as the black-headed, dusk gray birds plummet
and streak through the sky, flinging insects, lizards, and the occasional mouse
up into the air, only to impale them on the tree bark’s javelin-like thorns. It
has all the hallmarks of a purposeful act, an ingenious adaptation by the
shrikes to facilitate their carnivorous hunger—stamped with a cruel
indifference toward their prey. But he has seen enough nature
documentaries to know that this is merely instinct for the birds—an
unthinking, unconscious action. Today, a sparrow hatchling has been
skewered on the thorns. The small, downy body of the baby bird twitches
and squirms on its spike. Amid the purple-blue leaves, the butcherbird
alights near its prey—it picks and jabs with a hooked beak, ripping off strips
of rose-pink flesh. He reminds himself: this is not cruel. This is just nature.
♥
Night has fallen and Madeline Gosser is at the edge of his bed. She sits
with her hands on her knees, her neck cocked toward him, her expression
expectant. The moonlight from the window seems to pass through her body
and her skin glows like milk crystal.
“What do you want?” he asks. He’s been drinking again and has
forgotten that they never answer him. They just stare and wait. He knows the
other women are here too, somewhere beyond the empty booze bottles. He
can sense their shadows bobbing in the darkness, but he keeps his focus on
the newest arrival. Perhaps it is because, unlike all the others, he knows her
name.
He knows her height and weight, too. The poster didn’t say anything
about her family, but he imagines they miss her. The others didn’t get fliers.
Not that he ever saw. But someone had cared enough for Madeline Gosser to
post those missing person posters all over the Houston suburbs.
“Can you understand what I’m saying to you? Do you know who you
are? Who I am?”
She does not blink. When she does move it is almost imperceptible, a
smooth oscillation, like sea kelp caught in the twilight tide.
“Why me?” he asks her, pulling at his covers, sensing the very real
weight of the apparition at the foot of his bed. “Why have you all chosen
me?”
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It is a question that has plagued him for years. He suspects he’s some
kind of tether for them between here and the hereafter. He wonders if his
sensitive soul is somehow a tuning fork to the afterlife. This is the alcohol
thinking for him.
“I saw your flier today. They chose a good photo of you.” He thought it
would be nice for her to know that there were those among the living who
cared for her. He suspects if he disappeared today, no one would miss him.
His mother may miss the rent his disability benefits covered. Certain
websites may miss his subscription fees.
“Is it because I’m alone too? Is that why you follow me?” he asks the
shade of Madeline. “Is that why you chose me?” The rest in the room have
crept closer to the bed, their faces just pale masks in the moonlight, hovering
around him like blowflies on a corpse. “You were alone in life and forgotten
in death. Just like me. Just like I will be. We both know this bitter loneliness
together.”
♥
Morning, and the shrikes out his window are nowhere to be seen. The
violet leaves of their Jacaranda tree twinkle in the buttery dawn light. The
carcasses and exoskeletons from their last meals are fixed and frozen to a
dozen thorns. They must be out hunting, he thinks.
♥
He has been driving for hours now and the day is almost behind him.
He knows he has driven farther than he should, but it isn’t time to go home
yet. He casts a glance in his rearview mirror. Madeline stares at him from the
backseat.
“It won’t be much longer now,” he assures her.
The last light of the sun is being pinched by the horizon when he sees a
young girl up ahead, standing alone on the side of the dusty country road.
Her eyes are alert, her motions not at all dream-like. She is not one of them.
She is real. She has her thumb out, a threadbare backpack is slung over her
shoulder. Another half hour out on these roads, he thinks, and it will be too
dark. No one will see her. With the way women have been going missing, it
isn’t safe to be out here at all.
He signals with his blinker and edges his car off into the fringes of
desert brush. The girl starts toward his vehicle. In the distance he can see a
farm, its light flickering in the heat that bleeds off the earth as night
approaches.

He opens the door for the hitchhiker. Madeline is no longer in the
backseat. Just as well, he thinks. The zip ties are in the trunk. His favorite
sharp knife is in the glove box. This girl will make a nice new friend. Maybe
he’ll ask her name first. It has been nice having a name to go by.
“Thanks for picking me up, mister.” The girl’s voice alarms him.
It’s been so long since anyone has spoken aloud to him. In his fright, he
turns back to the road and sees the silent faces of all the women he’s taken.
They surround his car. Their eyes are burning accusations in his headlights.
“Do you see them, too?” he asks the girl.
“See who?” her voice tells him she’s nervous.
“Them. All around us.”
He knows they are substance-less, just ether and starlight. He knows
they cannot harm him. Knows they have never interfered before. But tonight
feels different. Tonight they have Madeline. She stands in the middle of the
group. Her eyes burn.
He hears the car door open. “I … think I’ll catch another ride.”
The girl is out of the car. She is running now. Through the night,
through the desert bramble, toward the farmhouse in the distance. He gives
chase.
He skirts a short fence, sees her small form along the horizon, but the
day’s light is dying. He presses on. She looks over her shoulder as she flees
and in the final embers of the setting sun he sees her face. He is not chasing
the girl. He is chasing Madeline. Or is she leading him? He realizes this too
late, as the teeth from a barbed wire fence snags his shirt.
He twists and turns and throws his body to free himself, but the farm’s
razor wire seems to envelope him like sentient tentacles. Their faces are all
around him now, gathered like mourners at a wake. The women watch as he
writhes. His struggle only entangles his flesh further, the thorny metal prongs
dig deeper, cementing in his nerves and opening his veins.
The pain is exquisite. He has no choice but to stop fighting. Strung up like a
trophy kill, he can feel the dry desert air running porous through him. He
wonders if he will survive until dawn. He imagines the shrikes will come and
he can almost feel their hungry pecks. They will finish him, and he has to
remind himself: this is not cruel. This is just nature.

The Beginning of You
Samantha Bryant

In the beginning, no one knew you were there.
That’s kind of funny given how long she’d been waiting and hoping for
you, but it’s true. When you came and her fondest heart’s wish was made
real, she didn’t even know it had happened. You were still a dream,
something she prayed for, not knowing her prayer had already been
answered.
In those first few weeks, she went about her life oblivious to your
existence. She did things she wouldn’t have done if she had known, things
that might have harmed someone less strong and tenacious than you.
Reckless things. Maybe even dangerous.
She drank. She danced late into the night. She rode bumper cars. She
ate seafood. She moved like a woman with only herself to carry, looking no
further ahead than the moment’s pleasure, but already you were with her, a
passenger to her journey until you could begin your own.
You didn’t know any of this of course. You were very small, which was
part of why it was easy for you to go unnoticed—unlike today, when
everyone who sees you walk by turns to keep watching and admires the fall
of your hair down your back, the confidence in your walk, the joy in your
smile. You are like an Amazon among them, something more than human.
They can’t help but want to know you.
Then, you couldn’t be seen by the naked eye.
If some scientist had used her machines to look at you then, she
wouldn’t have seen much. Certainly nothing to hint at the wonder that you
became. You looked like some kind of bubble, like sea foam holding a bit of
sand. Even under a microscope, no one could have perceived the
miraculous wonder that was you. You looked much like any other cell,
bouncing about in your mother’s body waiting for the womb to claim you,
plant you and let you grow.
In the beginning, you were without form, and void, like the earth
before divine touch. That’s what they say, anyway.

But I don’t believe that. After all, everything that you became was
there, housed in those few dividing cells. No new material was added after
that. You had the best of your parents already, mixed to form you. All there
was to do was to wait and let the magic unfold.
It was dark, of course, but you had no need of light. Then, as now, you
were lit from within by passion and will. You floated in the secret cave at the
heart of the one you would call mother. You needed only time to grow.
It didn’t take long for you to make yourself known. Your first demand
was for sustenance, and she complied, eating steak and eggs on a Saturday
morning, and wishing for more when the plate was clean. That was when
she first suspected—she was not a woman who ate heartily before noon, and
definitely not this carnivorously.
That appetite was not one she had felt before.
It should be no surprise it was alien to her. It wasn’t hers, after all.
It was yours, and you were ravenous. Ravenous as you have always
been for life and joy and experiences. Greedy in the best possible way.
You made more and more demands after that and she joyfully tried to
meet them all. She slept long hours to give her body the strength it needed
to support you. She cradled the burgeoning belly that housed you lovingly,
amazed and proud of you already. She longed to know who you were.
The wait seemed very long indeed. Month after month she waited,
making preparations for the things you would need when you finally
surfaced. She gathered books and blankets, toys and supplies. She dreamed
of you and for you. She talked to you when the two of you were alone, her
hand caressing her own flesh where yours pressed back from within.
Others waited, too. The ones you would call father, grandparent, aunt,
and friend. Their hopes fed you and you drew their strength into your very
marrow. They are evident in you now as you lope down sunlit streets,
shielding your eyes from the glare as you seek the next adventure. All of
them are in you still.
Now, when you move across the landscape of our world like a
benevolent earthquake, shaking us alive with your convictions, it’s strange to
think of that time when no one knew you existed at all, when you were little
more than a hope locked in your mother’s heart.
My God, but you are beautiful. How strange to think of a world that
didn’t yet know you.

The Gritter
Kurt Newton

When it snowed for the first time here,
we walked at night,
hand-in-hand beneath the street lamps.
We thought it romantic,
a fairytale, a fresh start.
It was so quiet we almost forgot about
the troubles back home,
the persecutions, the rumors
of ethnic cleansing.
Instead, we basked in the cool white beauty,
the crunch beneath our fur-topped boots ...
until the gritter turned the corner,
its massive steel blade digging
into the icy buildup.
The grinding of metal on asphalt recalled
memories of tanks rolling into villages,
armed men grabbing peasants,
loading them into unmarked trucks,
never to be seen again.
We froze, my love and I,
gripping each other with thick mittens,
unable to hide.
But the gritter passed us by,
its driver offering a friendly wave and nod.
We waved back relieved,
the secrets we carried still buried
like the dead leaves beneath the snow bank.

“Someone had scrawled BARREN in red paint,
leaving me to wonder if the person who wrote it
wanted to comment on the lack of life in a ghost
town like Pemberton Ferry or if they wanted to
lament someone’s lack of fertility.”
— Douglas Ford
“The Baron of the Rails”

The Baron of the Rails
Douglas Ford

There came a point when I refused to run the trains on my father’s model
railroad.
“Come on, Elise,” he would say, “it’s time for us. Come into the garage,
and Daddy’ll let you run that special locomotive, the one I know you love so
much.”
But I resisted, later worrying that I broke his heart. Even after
everything that happened, I still wonder if he felt anything like that, or if he
even could.
Saying no had nothing to do with age or puberty or old-fashioned
notions that girls simply didn’t play with the trains on their fathers’
meticulously designed model railroads.
In fact, I loved the effort that went into making everything so perfect
and realistic. So much detail, from the way he laid the tiny track, to the
miniature houses with colorful roofs and the streets with tiny policeman
directing traffic. Also, the town square with green bushes and people, their
arms held up in a perpetual wave as the train went by, a perfect replica of
1950s America, the decade of my father’s youth, when Americans still rode
trains. He made the railroad big enough to fill an entire garage, his life’s work
practically, and one section even consisted of farmland, with tiny sheep that
he made from scratch, shaped and molded with his strong, delicate hands to
fit into the HO scale of the whole railroad. Nearby lay a pond that glistened
with such blueness that it looked as though you could dip your finger into it
and it would come out wet. I tried to do that so many times, fooled by the
illusion my father crafted. Just beyond that lay a dense pocket of trees, a
forest where I imagined unseen creatures hiding.
The real reason I began resisting his invitation to run the trains with
him had to do with the house in the middle of that forest, situated right by
the track that cut through the trees.
A house painted completely black.

Unlike the other areas of the model railroad, where he painted his
miniatures with bright colors, this house contained no replicas of people,
either inside or outside. Everywhere else on the railroad, you could find tiny
people my father had painted with such care, all with little eyes and smiling
mouths. Even the sheep meadow contained a herder, and the sheep had
faces as well. The train station itself contained people with baggage and
briefcases, all waiting to go to their jobs or on vacation. He even put a drunk
on a park bench.
But not the black house.
And the track passed by it within just a few inches, and every time my
special locomotive—a steam engine, of course—approached it, I would hold
my breath, afraid that whatever hid itself inside that house would make it
jump off the track.
I probably said something about this fear because I remember my
father saying, “Don’t worry, honey, I’ll put it right back on the track if it
derails.”
It seems like it did just that every time. It would derail.
And true to his word, my father always did what he promised, putting
his hand right by the door to that black house so he could lift the train and
re-seat it on the track.
The worst feeling would come over me during these moments. I
expected the black door to open up, allowing something large and snakelike to emerge and wrap itself around my father’s wrist. Even though my
father stood like a giant over the railroad, it would pull his whole body into
the house, making him disappear inside so quickly that I couldn’t even say
goodbye, much less save him.
I hated that I couldn’t see inside the opaque windows. The door,
despite my dread, always remained closed.
“Why’d you paint the house black, Daddy?”
Instead of answering directly, he acted as though he couldn’t see it,
which was crazy. He designed every inch of that model railroad, laid all the
track, built every model from scratch.
“What house?”
I pointed to it, and he acted as though he noticed it for the first time.
“Oh, that house. Someone must’ve painted it black so I wouldn’t see
it.”
“Who did?”
“The Baron of the Rails, of course. He doesn’t want to be seen, so he
lets the coal dust shroud his house in black.”
I immediately became afraid of this Baron, imagining what he must
look like and why he wanted to remain hidden. To match his house, he
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would dress from head to toe in pitch black, and with equally black eyes, he
would watch the train approach from his window, judging my skill with the
small controller that powered the electricity running through the track.
Though powerful—the most powerful person on the railroad—some kind of
deformity marred his features. I imagined that he kept some kind of
machinery in that black house, and he kept it humming with infernal power,
and on more than one occasion, he’d driven it past its limits, laughing madly
even when it exploded in his face, further disfiguring him.
Worse, when the trail derailed close to his door, he would sneak out
under the cover of the trees as my father worked to place the locomotive’s
wheels back onto the track. Sometimes I thought I caught a glimpse of him
hidden under his black cloak as he scurried past the door, open and closed
so quickly that one had virtually no chance of seeing it. Then, when my father
turned his back, the Baron would jump aboard the locomotive, where
hidden controls lay in wait for him to use.
“Go ahead,” my father would say, “it’s ready.”
And I would always turn the throttle gently, so carefully, exactly the
way he taught me, allowing the locomotive to start gradually and build
momentum.
But the Baron of the Rails had other ideas.
Using those tiny controls, he would drive more power into the engine,
causing it to speed faster and faster.
“Slow down,” my father would say, using his outside voice, but he
didn’t understand that I’d already brought the throttle down to zero. Despite
this, the train sped up. “Slow it down!” he’d say again, even louder, not
knowing that inside the tiny compartment, the Baron of the Rails laughed
insanely, the engine now entirely at his command.
Finally, the locomotive would run off the track in some horrible way,
ruining a house or, most often, the church, a Methodist one, complete with a
white steeple topped by a tiny cross that broke away time after time, along
with a section of wall.
My father would lose his temper entirely. He’d grab my wrist, wrench
away the throttle, and slap me for the disobedience that’d force him to
rebuild the church yet again. On the railroad, the Baron would jump off the
wrecked locomotive, the black cloak covering him once more, and he would
run through the tiny village, hiding himself behind any available obstruction
until he’d made his way back to the forest on the outskirts of his black house.
Eventually, he would disappear back inside, still laughing at such a high
frequency that only I could hear him.
Through tears, I’d catch glimpses of his movements as my father
picked up pieces of the broken building. “You know how many times I’ve had

to repair this because of you.” He would never see what I saw—that black
cloaked figure running on small legs. But he would see me, and the tears
running down my face, and just when I thought he would pick me up and
console me, he’d say, “Why are you laughing? Stop that, now, before I make
you stop!”
♥
As the years passed, I would look for signs of the Baron’s whereabouts
and realize what a long life he enjoyed.
Take Pemberton Ferry, for instance, a town virtually no one has even
heard of today, but one that used to exist, somewhere just north of my
father’s house in Tampa. Now, it’s a ghost town, with little more than the
remains of an old rail station, along with a large section of weed-choked
track, the remnants of a rail-line that went through it. Way back in the 1880s,
the Baron haunted that line, and I know this because of what happened.
During that decade, a train rounded a curve, when suddenly a tree
appeared where none existed before. The engineer had no time to react—in
fact, I suspect that his train actually started to speed up, as he desperately
tried to make it do. Nothing could stop the impact, which sent the engineer
flying into the air. Rather than land somewhere safe, he managed to fall
under the wheels of his own train.
It sliced him in two.
A year later, at the same bend in Pemberton Ferry, another train came
across a tree in precisely the same place. Once again, the engineer couldn’t
slow down the train, so he braced himself for impact. Instead of hitting a
tree, though, his train made it around the curve safely. He couldn’t explain it.
But he did hear a blood curdling scream—it sounded like a man being cut in
half. When he stopped the train, he found no signs of any tree, nor any man.
The same thing happened again and again throughout the 1890s: the
re-appearance of the tree, and the sound of a screaming man being sliced in
two.
When I learned about these incidents and the fact that the town
couldn’t stay alive, I knew that the mad Baron of the Rails must have had
something to do with it.
Amazingly, the old station remained, and no one removed the track to
build a road or use the pieces for scrap metal, so some historical society got
the idea to open the area for short rail trips, the kind that train enthusiasts
would pay to enjoy on weekends. They’d bring their families, including their
daughters, and sit them down in an actual rail car and have an actual
locomotive pull them over the miles of track that still remained, saying, See,
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this is just what it was like in the old days, when Americans still rode trains.
Even better, if you wanted to pay extra, you could reserve a special,
private day and, under the supervision of one of the volunteers, operate the
locomotive yourself.
Guess who decided to pony up for that opportunity, setting aside the
money she’d earned running the till at the local grocery? Not for herself, but
for her father?
By that point, my father had grown old, his hair thin and gray. I turned
eighteen, and on the day I moved out, my father knocked down the wall
between my room and the one adjacent to it, creating a newer, larger space
for his railroad than the one-car garage. Hard not think of that as a kind of
revenge.
Now he could expand it with more towns and buildings. He kept the
forest, though. The black house, too, now surrounded by more trees, as if
they’d grown in my absence. It looked different in ways I at first couldn’t
identify. Then I saw it—tiny pieces of balsa wood now covered the windows,
as if someone had come along and nailed up plywood to block the Baron’s
view of oncoming trains. A strange addition. Something hung from one of the
trees, and at first I thought it looked like a noose before my vision corrected
itself and I realized that it was just a dried strand of glue clinging to one of the
branches.
Time seemed to soften my father’s mood and temper, though I didn’t
test him the way I could have. He tested me though.
“Don’t you want to run your old locomotive? I still have it—your
favorite.”
He asked me as if we’d only stopped yesterday.
But as I said, I didn’t test him, instead begging off to show him the
brochure clasped in my hand, the one mailed to me when I paid for his
reservation to drive the locomotive in Pemberton Ferry. I thought receiving
this would excite him, the novelty of it make him beam with joy. In the past,
I’d never bought him gifts. For one thing, I never had enough money, and for
another, I never knew what he’d want. No surprise, since I never know what
people want, especially myself.
I expected enthusiasm, but he regarded the brochure with disinterest.
I began talking quickly, explaining the circumstances of how they’d
reopened the line for family excursions, how they managed to come by an
old locomotive and two or three passenger cars to give people an
understanding of how travel worked in older, simpler days. A museum on
rails, practically. I pointed to the picture of the locomotive. “And you get to
operate it. Like a real engineer.” In my hand, I held a bag. I used this moment
to open it, unveiling an engineer’s cap I bought for him. He let me position it

on his balding head.
“What’s the matter?” I asked.
“It’s not a steam engine,” he said. “Your favorite locomotive is a steam
engine.”
“I don’t have a favorite locomotive.”
“Of course you do. You kept running it off the track and breaking it.”
I could have reminded him about the Baron then, but I went on. “This
isn’t for me. It’s for you. It’s a gift.”
“You could have just brought me flowers. When I had that heart thing,
I mean.”
He meant a heart attack. When he went into the hospital, I cried for
days, but I hadn’t gone to see him. I still had needed to resolve certain issues
within myself, the punishments I used to receive that lasted for days,
sometimes even including not getting meals. By the time I found myself
prepared to let those things go, they’d sent him home.
“This is to make up for that,” I said.
“It could be for both of us,” he said.
“I’ll go along with you,” I said. “I checked, and I can ride along, but
you’ll be doing the driving. That is, with an actual engineer to guide you.”
♥
A month later, at the end of the long drive to Pemberton Ferry, that
engineer welcomed us outside the remains of the train station. Though the
brochure showed pictures of a refurbished station, brightened up for
tourists, what we encountered still looked drab and gray, still very much a
work in progress, even with patches of graffiti still showing on the walls.
Most of it looked unreadable, with one notable exception. Someone had
scrawled BARREN in red paint, leaving me to wonder if the person who
wrote it wanted to comment on the lack of life in a ghost town like
Pemberton Ferry or if they wanted to lament someone’s lack of fertility. A
third possibility loomed, one in which the artist simply didn’t know how to
spell BARON, and that possibility intrigued me the most.
Whatever the case, the engineer who stepped out of the station
looked like someone out of the 1950s, donned in coveralls with a rag sticking
out of one of the pockets. He wore an engineer’s cap like the one I’d bought
and which my father had left at home. The engineer met us with a nod.
“Name’s Curt,” he said, “and that’s Greta.” He pointed to a blue and
gray locomotive sitting on the track.
“A diesel,” said my father.
If Curt heard that as criticism, he didn’t let it show. “Courtesy of the
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U.S. Army, circa 1951. A good one, too. Who’s driving? Because I’m riding
shotgun.”
I pointed at my father. He smiled and held up his arms, like the victim
of a hold-up.
“Room for me?” I asked.
He scanned me from head to toe, sizing me up. “You sure ain’t skinny,
but you’ll fit.” Then he spit on the ground, and while he extracted the rag in
his pocket, he mumbled something else that I don’t know if I heard correctly.
“Let’s get started before the weather turns ugly,” he said before leading us to
Greta.
I stayed back a beat longer, wondering if I heard right. Not the part
about my stature, but the other thing he mumbled. I thought I heard him say,
“Used to be skinnier.”
♥
My father took directions like a pro. You’d never imagine that it usually
worked the other way around, with him giving orders rather than taking
them.
I stood in the corner of the cab, as close to a window as I could
manage so that I could enjoy the breeze while Curt showed him the throttle,
the brake, even the means by which he could sound the whistle.
“Don’t know if you’ll need that one though,” Curt said. “Only one
crossing to worry about, and if we see even one car, I’ll get out and bed the
driver in front of both of you.” He looked at me as if he’d just remembered
my presence. “If she’s pretty.”
The train started, and I could see the look of concentration on my
father’s face, his determination not to make a mistake indicated by his set
jaw. Did I look like that when I’d tried not to let my train run off the track of
his model railroad?
To show that Curt’s comment didn’t bother me, I asked, “Not much
traffic out here?”
“Just a lot of nothing. Well, maybe not nothing. Go ahead, whip this
pony harder. She can take it.”
I didn’t understand his meaning until my father adjusted the throttle
and we picked up speed.
“Do her some more. She can’t even feel that,” Curt said.
Did he mean me or Greta? I couldn’t tell, but my father gave the
throttle more juice, and I felt the wind in my hair.
“What do you mean by ‘a lot of nothing’?” I asked, wanting to know if
he knew the story of the tree that appeared in the middle of the track and the

engineer cut in half. I wondered how long you could live like that—cut in half.
No doubt long enough to see the wheels passing over your severed midsection, the other half of your body underneath the passing train cars, your
insides spilling forth. Long enough to know what happened and to feel it.
As we gathered speed, I watched the trees pass by, so much thick
forest, once the scene of turpentine stills and sugar mills.
Curt said, “You’ll see once we get around the bend. Look that way and
you’ll see some signs of life now.”
I leaned toward the window, expecting to see a deer or wild pig, but
instead I saw what looked like gravestones sticking up out of the weeds like
rotten teeth.
“What was it?” my father asked. He missed it because he kept his eyes
fixed on the track ahead.
“Old family cemetery,” said Curt. “You’ll see more of those if you keep
your eyes peeled. My favorite’s up a-ways.” He looked at me, his lip curled
into a smile. He kept his cap pulled down over his brow so I couldn’t tell if
his eyes joined in. “You get my joke?”
“‘Signs of life,’” I said. “Yeah.”
“A lot more where that came from.” Then to my father: “You think your
little girl’s going to fly out if you give Greta here more speed?”
My father’s hand moved the throttle and the increase in velocity forced
me to catch myself as I fell back.
“That’s better. Now blow the whistle. Wake up those folks back in
yonder graveyard. Let them know who’s been here.”
The whistle sound filled the air around us. With the increasing speed,
the woods outside the locomotive became a blur or green and brown.
“Should he slow down soon?” I asked. I knew from my reading that
somewhere up ahead, the line ended at the remains of an old bridge.
“You getting tired of standing?” Curt looked at me, and I caught a glint
of a single dark eye beneath the bill of his cap. His face remained visible long
enough for me to notice other features, like scarring. Curt’s face bore several
scars, especially around the nose, as if a long time ago something had
exploded in his face. I shifted my weight, feeling the iron of the locomotive
press into my back.
“I’m fine,” I said. “I’m just wondering how long this trip’s going to take.”
“We got a good section of track to work with. No reason not to put
some fire under these wheels. Assuming your daddy here wants to. Go
ahead, her name may be Greta, but she’s no lady, so stop trying to treat her
like one.”
My father’s hand remained fixed to the controls, his eyes on the track.
He spoke without looking away from what lay ahead in the distance: the
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bend in the track. “You sure?”
“Hells, yes, I’m sure. If she were a lady, she’d be wondering when
you’re getting around to taking off her drawers.”
Our speed increased.
Curt worked a finger into the neckline of coveralls, trying to scratch at
something. That exposed an area of skin I hadn’t seen before. More scarring
and what looked like some kind of rope-burn.
I asked, “This locomotive ever been in an accident?”
Curt kept scratching, as if he wanted me to have a better look at the
rope burn.
When Curt didn’t answer immediately, my father looked over to see
his reaction. Just a brief glance, not long enough to see what I saw: the mark
left by a hangman’s noose. Sweat had formed on my father’s brow. He didn’t
want to leave the track out of his line of sight for very long. The trees
whizzing by seemed closer, as if the woods had begun closing in on us.
Curt licked his lips and smiled before finally answering. “One or two.
You want details?”
“Sure.”
“Well, now. This very machine your daddy’s driving right now collided
with a bus full of illegals, sometime around ’63 or ’64. The bus tried to cut in
front of the train, and when they collided, the train dragged the bus about
three-thousand feet, leaving a mess of body parts in its wake. Get this: the
bus was full of farming equipment, so throwing all those blades and sharp
edges around made it all the worse. You should’ve seen how the blood
actually flowed out of the doors of the ambulances.” He paused to study my
reaction before adding, “One illegal was cut in half under these very wheels.
What do you think of that?”
We gazed at one another for a moment, and I started to ask him about
the accident that took place on this very railway, but I didn’t have time.
Curt began shouting.
We’d entered the bend without slowing down, maintaining the speed
that Curt wanted, but up ahead, he saw something.
He kept shouting, commanding my father to apply the break, but in his
confusion, my father actually increased our speed, and for a moment I
thought I could hear Curt laughing as he barked orders, eventually twisting
the throttle himself and applying the brake on his own.
I knew the cause of the panic. A tree was ahead of us. As the wheels
ground to a halt that seemed to take an eternity, I braced myself for the noise
that would follow. I knew the story, after all.
The sound of a man screaming as the wheels cut him in half.
Instead, a different sound met my ears. Curt’s yelling. “That was a

goddamned traffic crossing back there! I never seen nothing using that road,
but did either of you see what I saw?”
With his hands away from the controls, my father blinked at the track
ahead of him. A light rain had begun falling, and the air became thick with
mist. I squinted, struggling to see anything other than trees and iron rails.
“A pedestrian,” Curt said, “a goddamn pedestrian, right in the middle of
the track. I seen him in the distance, all huddled up, just casually taking his
time, like nothing’s going to be coming along except a two hundred-ton
locomotive.” Then, more quietly: “I think you may have hit him. I can’t swear
to it, but I felt something. We better get out and look.” He regarded me
sternly. “You asking me about accidents brought this on. If I find a dead man
under this machine, it’ll be your fault.”
I gasped my reply. The words came out mangled by fear and anxiety. I
don’t even remember what I said. Imagine that, he blamed me for what
happened, a ridiculous accusation. I looked at my father, who cleared his
throat.
“She didn’t mean nothing by it. She’s just excited about me getting a
chance to drive a locomotive. This was a present, me coming out here. What
did you call it, Elise—a Father’s Day or a birthday gift?”
I didn’t answer. There I stood, listening to him try to come up with
excuses for me, as if the blame really did fall on me. I bristled at his
confusion over what to call the gift I’d given him. I stared at Curt, who stared
back.
“Been an engineer all my life,” said Curt, “and never had no accident,
not a single one.” He pointed at my father. “You’re coming with me. I’m not
looking for an accident victim all by myself.”
While I watched, the two of them climbed down to the ground and
began circling the locomotive, gazing under the wheels, sometimes pointing
and saying things that got lost in the wind. Occasionally, my father would
look up at me with guilty eyes. He knew the depth of his betrayal, and he
knew that I wouldn’t forgive him, not this time. Their facial expressions told
me that they hadn’t found anything.
But then Curt pointed toward the trees. My father looked that way, too,
and started nodding. I leaned over the railing, trying to get a better look at
what drew their attention. That’s when I saw it.
A black house.
Nearly concealed by the mist and the trees.
But once you saw it, you couldn’t discount its presence.
As the wind rustled the trees, more of it came into view: the remains of
an old Victorian home, the paint worn by time, peeling in places, but the
color still clearly evident. Black as night, with opaque windows not covered
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by boards of any kind, but unobstructed so that whatever inhabited it could
see us and watch us, even as everything inside remained invisible.
The Baron. Those words formed on my lips, just as the two figures
below, Curt and my father, began walking toward it. What drew them, I
couldn’t tell, whether a sound they detected, someone calling them, or
maybe just a suspicion that if the train really hit someone, then perhaps
they’d flown off in that direction, maybe staggered toward the house on
injured legs looking for help.
Vines covered much of the house, the greens blending in with the
chipped black paint, making it hard for someone passing by on a train to see
it, especially one going at the rate of speed we traveled. At first, I entertained
the notion that Curt didn’t want us to see it—hence why he kept urging my
father to increase the speed. The faster we went, the more quickly it would
flash by, decreasing our chances of ever observing its presence.
I watched Curt lead my father closer to that vine-choked house,
stopping even to lift aside a dangling branch for him. At that point, I expected
the door of the house to swing open and a vine branch to emerge, wrapping
itself around my father’s body like a tentacle and pulling him inside so that I’d
never see him again. It became real now, that childhood fear, and I realized
with a rush of discovery that all those years ago, I didn’t actually see a
tentacle in my visions, but rather a monstrous vine.
As Curt turned to let the tree branch he held swing back in place, he
looked back for a brief instant, and I saw a change in his expression. A smile?
Did I see a contemptuous smile?
Then I could see them no longer. Alone, I stood on the back of the
locomotive, my hands gripping the railing, not sure what I should do now:
follow, or wait.
The answer came when I felt the locomotive lurch and begin to move.
I fell against the side of the railing, looking about in panic as I realized that the
woods had come alive with movement and color.
So easy to hide amongst the vines, the rocks, the trees, and so simple
for someone to jump aboard and put the engine into motion.
As the locomotive accelerated, those two familiar figures stumbled out
of the woods and onto the track, Curt and my father, both of them shouting
and running toward me, with Curt in the lead. Never a fit man, my father
struggled to keep up, but I could see from the strain in his face that he didn’t
want to stop running. I tried calling back, but the sound of the engine
drowned out my voice, so he probably couldn’t hear me telling him not to
run because of his heart.
Something they found in the house must have shocked them, their
eyes grown wide with fear, and no doubt they thought I meant to abandon

them. They wanted me to save them.
I called out to them even louder, hoping they would see that it wasn’t
me driving the train, that it had started on its own.
My father stopped, his hand clutching his chest. Curt hurled one last
slur in my direction before dropping to his knees to help my father, who
began gasping and heaving. Finally, he stretched his body out on the track,
like a man waiting for the wheels of a train to cut him in half.
Curt raised his fist at me.
No, they didn’t want me to save them. They intended to save me. They
knew it wasn’t me operating the controls of the locomotive.
I stepped inside the cabin, and there, I saw him.
The Baron of the Rails, wearing that black cloak of his and working the
controls my father had manned just a few moments ago. His back to me, he
kept his features hidden. Black gloves even concealed his hands.
“We need to go back.” I used as much command and authority as I
could muster. “Stop this. Now.”
But his gloved hand gripped the throttle while his head remained fixed
on the track ahead. In the distance, the faint outline of a bridge, barely visible
in the mist. Underneath that, the creek. The end of the line.
“We’re going back,” I said. “We are.” I’d watched Curt’s instructions. I
knew how to operate the controls. I pushed my way next to the Baron,
ignoring the stink of the engine oil and grave dirt that soiled his cloak. I put
my hands over his to test his resistance.
In that instant, he looked at me, allowing me to see his ruined face, his
eyes, nose, and mouth, all mangled by flying steel and boiling fuel, the
results of hundreds of explosions. If he could have smiled with that mouth,
he would have. He loosened his grip and let my hand slide under his. Then
he tightened his fist, nearly crushing the bones in my hand. But he allowed
me to do what I wanted to do: bring the locomotive to a stop.
He showed me how to put the engine into reverse, and with our hands
working together as one, we increased the speed again, only this time going
backwards, toward the place where my father’s body lay on the track, his
heart struggling to work.
“We’ll have to slow down soon,” I said. “You’ll need to help me slow
down as we get closer to him. So we don’t ride over him and cut him in half.”
I closed my eyes and saw my father’s prone body still there, struggling
for life, and I wonder if Curt knew what to do, if he could move his body off
the track before the train arrived.
“We should slow down now, shouldn’t we?” I said to the Baron. “It’s
time to slow down and stop.”
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But he maintained his grip, his hands enveloping my own. I could no
longer move. Instead, I watched as he increased our speed even more, and I
couldn’t stop him. I braced myself for the scream that would come from
beneath the wheels.

The dusk of Day-shapes
David H. West/Staff Contributing Artist

The secrets of this zoo are now remembered only in the reflection of its
once-abandoned glass.
For three quarters of a century, New York’s Catskill Game Farm was a
delightful day trip, but eventually, it hit rough times and closed. This photo of
the famous Giraffe Barn was taken on the park’s very last day of operation.
After years of disuse, the property was purchased in 2012, the Giraffe
Barn was renovated into unique lodgings with a careful eye toward
preserving the place’s past, and it now serves as an Airbnb for large groups.
Forgotten bird houses, animal shelters and refreshment stands keep watch
nearby.
The photo’s title, “The Dusk of Day-shapes,” is an allusion to Carl
Sandburg’s poem “At a Window,” in which a lonely soul, despite his failures,
has hope for a new beginning. The poem was published in the March 1914
Issue of Poetry: A Magazine of Verse. You can read the full text of that poem
here: https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poetrymagazine/poems/12844/ata-window
If you’d like more information on Catskill Game Farm, you can visit this
link: https://www.theoldgamefarm.com/history
Photograph taken at Catskill Game Farm, Catskill, New York
October 10, 2006

And Satyrs Shall Dance There
John Berbrich

Harris stepped down from the building, descending the narrow concrete
steps, and soon was away from the sober, gray, concrete-block structure:
gray, the color of bullets.
He walked along the sidewalk—straight, hard, and even. He didn’t pay
attention to the traffic in the street or the tall grim buildings that lined it.
It was late September, warm as mid-summer, and Harris had worked
late again. The sky above was a dark, dark blue, approaching purplish-black.
Pastels lingered along one horizon.
He passed the college campus on his left—the thick hedges, the
gigantic solitary maples, the squat jumble of buildings.
His wife would have the meal almost ready when he got home—fish,
potatoes, corn or some other vegetable. She thought he loved fish—brainfood she called it—and served it rather often. Cod, haddock, even catfish.
Harris had long ago lost his taste for fish, but he couldn’t tell that to Helen.
Well, he had tried to tell her, gently, once—but she had replied, “Nonsense,
you love fish.” He heard the familiar clattering of plates and silverware in his
mind, the clink of glasses, the running of water in the sink, the steady hum of
the refrigerator.
♥
Harris climbed the narrow staircases, walked along the cramped
hallways of the apartment building. Helen was busy in the kitchen as he
entered, took off his hat and jacket, loosened his neck-tie.
She didn’t look up, but sang out, “Hi, Hon,” when she heard him.
“Hi,” he said, sitting at the table, opening the waiting newspaper. The
headlines all looked familiar, like he had read them before.
“Almost ready,” said Helen.
He nodded, turning the pages. International news, local news. A stupid
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cartoon by a syndicated cartoonist. Weather. Sports. Obituaries. Done.
He folded the paper in half and set it aside.
Here came Helen, with a full plate in either hand.
“Here’s your brain-food,” she said, setting down the plates. She walked
back to the counter and returned with two full glasses of water. She set
those on the table, walked back to the counter, and returned with a bowl
filled with what looked like a whitish-grayish gravy.
“What’s that?” he asked, daring to point at the gravy.
“It’s a fish-paste,” said Helen. “I know you’ll just love it.”
They began to eat. Helen went on about the day’s events: the
telephone calls, the housework, the sales at a local store, the neighbors, the
kids down the hall.
“Oh, and Emma stopped by,” she said. “Emma Carson. Ed’s wife.”
“Oh?”
Ed Carson was a student counselor at the college. He held some other
administrative position as well. Ed was a good fellow. Harris didn’t know
Emma that well; she usually came around to visit Helen while he was at the
office.
“And what did Emma have to say?”
“Well, you’ll never believe it. She told me about Steven’s new job and
all the trouble that Sue Ann is having with that baby. And Roberta’s as big as
a house, now that she’s off that diet. But the big news, well, you’ll never
believe it.”
Harris hesitated, a bit of fish speared on his fork tines.
“You’ll never believe it, but … ” She lowered her voice. “One of the
students was raped on campus.”
“That’s awful,” said Harris, shaking his head. “Poor girl.”
“Yes, but that’s just it,” said Helen. “It wasn’t a girl. It was a young fellow
that was raped.”
“Really?” Harris looked at her. “Really?” He made a face of revulsion.
“By guys?”
“No,” said Helen. “That’s just it. He was raped by two girls.”
“What? How? Emma told you about this?”
“Yes, yes. Apparently the fellow needed some counseling and talked to
Ed about it. And Ed told Emma; of course he didn’t mention any names.”
“Well, when did all of this happen? How did they do it?”
“I don’t know,” said Helen. “I’m only telling you what Emma told me,
and she told me everything she knew. She said that if she gets any more
details out of Ed, she’ll stop by tomorrow and fill me in.”
“That’s really quite a story,” said Harris, raising a slice of fish to his
mouth.

♥
Harris stepped down from the office building in an almost brisk
manner. Summer lingered and the heavy air smelled warm and tangy. The
sun was not yet down and burned whitish-yellowish in the sky.
On his left lay the college, a sprawling mysterious world. Through gaps
in the hedges he saw clusters of students standing together, holding their
books and talking. In the dusky shade of a maple, two girls talked. The long
asphalt lanes stretched out in all directions, leading to distant regions of the
campus. Some of the lawns featured huge iron works of art. It was no
difficulty to speculate that perhaps a fraternity had raided a local junkyard
and deposited their booty there on the grass. Certainly Harris could see no
artistic merit in any of the mammoth metallic structures.
He climbed the apartment steps two at a time. Helen turned towards
him in surprise as he opened the door.
“My, you’re home early,” she said, turning back to the kitchen gizmo
she was fiddling with.
“Yes, I just couldn’t handle the office any more today.” He took off his
hat and jacket and loosened his neck-tie.
Harris went and stood by Helen.
“What do you want?” she said. “Supper won’t be ready for hours.
There’s your paper.” She pointed to the newspaper on the table.
He sat down, scanned the headlines. “So, how did everything go
today?”
“Fine.”
He turned the page, rattling the newsprint. “Nothing unusual happened
at the office.”
Helen muttered as the mechanism resisted her best efforts.
He turned another page. “Anything unusual happen here?”
“No.”
His eyes gazed at the headlines but nothing registered. “So,” he said.
“Any visitors?”
“Will you please—Oh yes, Emma dropped by.” Helen put down the
gadget, wiping her hands on a towel. “That’s right—let me tell you.”
She hurried over and sat down.
“Oh, Emma came by?” asked Harris.
“Yes—listen.” Helen composed herself, leaning towards him in a
confidential manner. “She got more information out of Ed. Turns out that the
poor boy was walking alone at night when two girls came up to him. They
asked him a couple of questions and then pulled a big knife on him.”
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“Really?”
“Yes. They told him to close his eyes. One girl held his hand like she
was his girlfriend, but she was really sort of leading him along. The other girl
had the knife. They took him to a building—he doesn’t know which one—and
when he opened his eyes he was in a dorm room. The girls were wearing
masks.”
“Really?”
“Yes. One girl held the knife to his throat while the other girl tied his
hands and feet. Emma said that he thought they were Goth girls or
something—you know, with black lipstick and pierced with metal
everywhere. Anyway, the one girl gagged him and they stripped his clothes
off, then....”
“Yes ... ?”
“Oh, Emma went all shivery when she told me this part.” Helen
squirmed in her chair. “They … stroked him, with their hands, to stimulate
him, and then,” she broke off, her facial muscles tightening, “then they raped
him.” Helen hugged herself. She was wound up as tight as a fist.
Harris didn’t speak. He looked down at the newspaper, then back at
Helen, who looked like she was about to cry.
“The poor boy,” she moaned.
“But he got away?”
“They kept him there until late at night. Then they blindfolded him and
untied his ankles, and led him off somewhere on campus, to a dark corner
between two buildings. Then they untied his hands and told him to lay down
on the ground and not to take off the gag and blindfold for ten minutes.”
“Has he turned them in?”
“No. They said if he told anyone they’d kill him. And the boy told Ed
he’s afraid that even if they do get caught, their friends would come after
him. So he doesn’t know what to do.”
They sat there in silence.
“The poor boy,” moaned Helen again.
♥
Harris stepped down from the building and out into the cool darkness
of early evening. Red and white lights slithered past on the busy street. He
had called Helen and told her that he was working late.
Walking down the sidewalk, Harris looked through the gaps in the
hedge. The dark campus was quiet, the black asphalt paths lit by tall lamps.
As he cut through a gap in the hedge, Harris noticed how quickly the
noise from the busy street receded. He was entering another world, one with

twinkling lights and music tumbling from open windows. Solitary figures
walked in the darkness. He breathed unidentifiable fragrances of incense,
exotic food, and rich perfume.
Two girls stood beneath one of the tall lamps, talking and laughing.
They had long hair and wore tight clothing. The warm evening air carried
their voices and laughter like flower-petals floating far upon the surface of a
restless lake.
Harris walked deeper into this new world, heading directly towards
them.

The Yakshi Next Door
Hareendran Kallinkeel

Her stare, steady and stinging, washes over my naked upper torso like the
lash of a cold wave. I walk to the open window and pull down the blinds to
block the chilling whips of winter breeze from the hills of Wynad, my
mother’s hometown in Kerala.
Returning to my laptop on the bedside table, I gaze at the stunning
luster of her hair. I settle down on a chair, move the cursor along her breasts.
She won’t judge me, no matter how chilling her stare appears. It is fine
she glares at me with those deep blue eyes. She does the same to thousands
who access her around the globe: intensely looking at the viewer, as a
blower fan whips the strands of her hair in erratic patterns behind her head;
a frozen image captured by a talented photographer.
For her, I’m the judge. I have the option to rate her on a scale that
ranges from poor to excellent, with numbers one to five. I can rate the
photographer also in the same way. But nobody bothers about the person
who takes the snap. The models’ rating boxes always show several entries
and an average, whereas the photographers’ are always blank. I direct the
pointer to the rating box, ready to make tribute.
What would Father have rated her? As a portrait photographer, he’d
be a better judge to evaluate a human model than me, a wildlife
photographer. But, I’m not sure how he would have judged her, this man
who readily handed his Nikon, a prized possession, over to me whenever I
wanted to hold it in my hands when I was only a small boy. He’d taught me
how to capture a millipede forever in the eyes of a lens as it curled into a coil
when I touched it; he’d helped me negotiate the maze of an intimidating
path, casting aside my fear of monsters.
I feel this is the perfect portrait Father would’ve died to shoot. The
word ‘died’ rolls inside my head over and over again. I remain glued to the
picture for a while, then remember I intended to rate the photographer. I
move the mouse, targeting 5 in the checkbox. As I click, my fingers twitch,

and the arrow shoots off to ‘close’. Her image vanishes like a wisp of mist.
However, my eyes catch a final glimpse of her lustrous hair and it tugs at my
memory. I’ve seen that hair earlier, the way it flaps in the breeze.
A realization slowly takes shape. Yes, the woman next door, who my
mother calls Yakshi—a female demon. So, this might be a photograph by my
father, and it explains Mother’s jealousy for our neighbor.
I’ve had the chance to briefly notice that woman a few times, her loose
hair cascading down her slender waist as she slid behind the doors with the
ease of an eel gliding into its cavern when she saw me watching her. How
can I compare the Yakshi, whose scales peel like a serpent’s skin, with a
beautiful model?
The resemblance has been so striking that the image doesn’t fade. I
feel a yearning to meet the Yakshi to satisfy my curiosity; a deep desire to
unravel her mystery, an urge to verify the rumors that it was she who ate up
my father.
I wipe the back of my hand across my mouth, pick up a flashlight, and
get dressed before leaving home. I need to eat something, and I have to
cross an alley to reach the road so I can hire a cab. The Wynad region boasts
of the most stunning landscapes in Kerala. But my mother’s property, a
flourishing estate of over thirty acres, is nestled in a remote area where
zigzagging paths surrounded by dense thickets provide the only access to
many homes.
The narrow alley has remained a nightmare since childhood. I
remember the days when I’d run along its gravel path, a hand firmly gripping
the schoolbag hung on one shoulder and the other holding a water bottle
with its strap tightly coiled around the wrist. The fear of ghosts that might
appear from the shadows, or serpents that would crawl out of their holes
and chase me, terrified me. As a teenager I stood listening for noises and,
when I heard a serpent slither or a scorpion crawl over dry leaves, I felt the
raw dread inside the pit of my stomach. I bolted, never glancing at the
surroundings.
“Why can’t we clean up the alley and make a proper road there?” I’d
asked Mother when I was a child.
“No! Don’t ever say things like that.” The gruffness in her voice
accentuated the horror in her eyes. “It’s the home of divine serpents. We
can’t risk incurring their wrath.” Paleness swept over her rosy cheeks as she
turned her face away, the loose strands of her springy hair dancing in the
breeze.
As I now enter the alley, the palm trees lining both sides stand like
sentinels guarding a clandestine path to some secret world. Bats, hanging on
huge palm fronds spread like umbrellas, flutter away squealing when they
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hear the pebbles crackle beneath my shoes.
The enticing aroma of pala flower emanates. A lone jackal howls from
the distance, in tandem with the solo song of an owl perched on a Yakshi
Pala, the Devil’s Tree. It hoots as if to signal the female demon that lives in its
branches. Legend claims that when midnight fell, the Yakshi assumed the
form of a ravishing beauty and hunted her prey; any lone man, she’d allure
with her ethereal charm. She’d first satisfy her insatiable carnal appetite—
always a most pleasurable experience for the prey—and then carry him to
the tallest palm tree.
Sitting atop it, under a cloak of huge palmate umbrellas, she devoured
the hunt. She sank her fangs into his neck, and sucked out the blood. Once
she’d quelled her thirst, she ripped off his chest, wrested out the heart and
liver, and ravished those delicacies. Next, she’d break his skull and pull out
the brain. She dipped it in his blood, like noodles in broth, and swallowed it
slowly, relishing its salty tang in her throat. A unique concept; elevate the
victim to the apex of ecstasy, and then condemn him to the most gruesome
damnation. The next morning, some passerby would find the prey’s bones,
nails, and hair strewn around the tree.
A bolt of lightning flashes. It illuminates a zigzagging path. I brace for
thunder’s rumble. A cold wind blows, and rain-clouds disperse, unveiling a
crescent. The alley’s intestine reveals its labyrinthine stretch. A shudder runs
along my body. I want to get away before the moon sneaks back into the
trailing clouds. But the thought that I’m no more a teenager holds me still.
I look at my neighbor’s house, surrounded by a thick growth of trees,
as I begin to walk forth. My feet stay rooted as if held by some subconscious
desire to explore the Yakshi’s myth.
Her abode remains in darkness; a murky fortress within whose
dungeons her scaled skin sheds its wrinkled peels. I direct my flashlight’s
beam on the outer walls. Patches reveal portions of brown bricks where the
plaster has come off.
Dryness constricts my throat as I inhale a primordial smell, like a scent
issuing out of a graveyard: the odor of burning flesh mixed with the putrid
stench of decay. The hairs on my forearms stand erect.
♥
I’ve listened to my mother narrate the saga of the Yakshi a thousand
times.
“She’s the Naga Yakshi, our neighbor,” Mother said, her slender figure
shivering a little. “The combined evil of a vile serpent and a female demon;
she chokes people in the coils of her body while sinking her fangs into their

throat and sucking out their blood.”
“You saw her do it?” I’d asked, clinging to her sari, the cotton fabric
furling inside my fists. I had the typical curiosity of a ten-year-old.
“You don’t have to see to know things.” Mother gripped my hand and
looked into my palm. “If she wasn’t evil, how could she live in such an
ancient mansion all by herself?”
“Mother, you lived alone too.” I looked into her eyes. “Except for me,
until stepfather moved in with us. Is it her fault she doesn’t have a son or his
stepfather?”
“Why do you want to take her side?” Mother hissed at me. Her fingers
wrapped tight around my hand. “She’s a demon. You just stay away from
that house.”
Tears rolled down my cheeks. They felt like beads gliding down my
skin. Not warm, but cold. “She’d swallow me too? Like she ate up my
father?”
Mother knelt before me and swept me into her arms. “No! She won’t.
She can’t.” She kissed my cheeks. “You’re destined to do great things. That’s
why I look at your palm often. You have a long lifeline, a fabulous future.” She
kissed my forehead. “The Yakshi didn’t eat up your father. He was too strong
for her to do that.”
“But why isn’t he with us?” I stared at the red blotches in my right palm
where Mother had massaged with her thumb.
“Your father went on a noble mission,” she said. “He … ”
“You’re lying.”
“No, Arun. He was a great photographer who got lost in the Himalayas
while covering an important event. Nobody else had dared to take the risk of
scaling those steep mountains. His sacrifice would enrich your life.”
I spread my palm and gazed at the crisscrossing lines. “But, Mother …” I
wished I could interpret what those mazy lines indicated about my father’s
fate. “Some say he deserted us, others say she ate him up … the Yakshi. Tell
me the truth.”
♥
Now, more than fifteen years later, it wasn’t an elusive Yakshi that
haunted Mother, but the tangible onslaught of asthma. Medical treatment
hardly helped alleviate her suffering. I sat watching her grapple with her
demons that were invisible to me.
Mother gasped and struggled to breathe, as if the air she needed had
choked the words she wanted to say. Though she never again discussed my
father’s fate, she kept reminding me of the demon every time she had the
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chance. I had only glimpses of the Yakshi; her shadow magically merging
into the murkiness of her home when I cast my eyes in her direction, a wisp
of smoke blending into the haze of mystery shrouding her abode.
Even while struggling for her last breath, Mother had told me of the
Yakshi. “Don’t ever venture into the neighbor ...” A bout of cough rocked her
frail body as she gasped for air. Her sagging breasts rose and fell beneath her
white cotton blouse. “Neighborhood ... walk straight through the alley. Don’t
ever look in the direction of that house.”
Is there a hint of jealousy in Mother’s voice?
I massaged her chest, gazing at the wrinkles that creased her face. She
appeared much older, her cheeks caved-in and eyes sunken. Her breath
smelled of drying saliva as she struggled to speak, but only a wheezing
sound escaped her mouth. Tears soaked the white crusts on her eyelashes as
she held my hand.
She coughed again and spat phlegm into a bedside spittoon. The thick
clot had a taint of green, as if her spite of jealousy reflected in it, now fullblown.
The bedroom’s door sprang open and the scent of rum rushed into my
nostrils, making me wince in disgust. My stepfather stood there, bloodshot
eyes cast on us. “Isn’t it time for you to sleep, young man?” He wavered as he
walked towards the bed.
He never hugged me. In a way it was good. The first time when I shook
hands with him, I felt his hands sweaty, but cold. His relationship with me
was confined to a gift of candies when I was a kid. As an adult, I’d never
bothered to think what to expect from a father’s substitute.
I stood up, questions about the Yakshi whirling inside my aching head.
How come the Yakshi didn’t eat up my stepfather?
“The Yakshi can afford to be choosy,” Mother said as if she read my
thoughts, and broke into another bout of coughs.
Or, did she even speak?
Stepfather sat on the bed. “Are you all right?” He touched Mother’s
forehead with his palm. “I’m not like your son’s father. I really do care for
you.”
Mother made an effort to speak, as if in protest, but no words came
out. She tried to rise, and he helped her lift herself with his bulky arms,
propped her against a pillow.
“You know, Arun, the Yakshi abhors obese men like me.” Stepfather
chuckled, and the ripples of his laughter resonated inside the room.
As I walked away, Mother called my name. I turned around.
“Stay away from her!”
I watched her as her eyes turned green.

That was the last time she ever warned me of the Yakshi. The shade of
green vanished as if the Yakshi had extracted it from her in vengeance.
After her cremation, I stood, head bowed, before the only portrait of
my father. A garland hung around its frame, dried and shrunken with the
passage of time. He became memory sheltered within a frame, a haunting
presence taunting my soul, a sense of enigma pervading in the void of our
house.
The garland signified my father’s death; but, dried flowers? I prayed
the Yakshi wouldn’t eat up my mother’s soul, while my heart ached to know
whether it was the Himalayas’ frozen hunger or the Yakshi’s craving for flesh
that consumed my father.
♥
By the thirteenth day of Mother’s death, I’d performed all traditional
rites so that her soul could pass on unperturbed, attain moksha, and enter
swarga, the heavenly abode where ancestors awaited her arrival.
In the night I laid awake in my bed, watching a haze slowly drift into
my room. Seeping in through a narrow gap between the sill and door, inch
by inch, it spread on the floor. Caught in its swirling curls, tiny particles of her
dried phlegm shone like fireflies lit with specks of emerald.
The fireflies swept into my nostrils, and I choked in the chill of the haze.
Grains of green dust filled my lungs. Terror gripped me as the flakes of her
phlegm spread along my body. I felt my skin stretch and peel, break in
places.
I rushed toward a wall mirror. A green hue had tainted most of my
body and, where it retained my natural paleness, the skin was beginning to
peel. My eyes had become green.
“It’s your mother’s sin, a deadly one.”
I swirled around. A woman stood there, clad in a black sari, hair untied.
The primeval odor of death rushed into my nose. It felt similar to the smell of
the cloths Mother preserved in a steel trunk, from which the scent of Father’s
sweat emanated.
“Follow me, so you know the inner secrets. Your house looks beautiful
from outside,” the woman said. “But, down in your dungeon, lies buried a
dark secret. Dig deeper, so you learn the truth.”
She led me to the basement. Its wooden steps wailed as we climbed
down.
She must be the Yakshi, the monster that ate up my father, I thought,
the one who snatched my father from me, deprived me of his love.
“There ...” She pointed when we reached the landing. “You’ll find
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another mirror. Take your time to admire yourself.”
I looked at the reflection. My body had begun to develop, skin stretch
painfully. My thin figure had become muscular like that of a handsome
Yakshan, a male demon. My T-shirt ripped, shredded. A green, skin-tight
garment wrapped itself around my upper body.
For a moment, I thought I saw fangs grow in my gums. But, I brushed
the image aside and said, “You cannot trick me.”
“It’s no trickery. I just offered you an insight.”
“It’s your maya, some hallucination.”
“Then, what about that?” The woman pointed to my neck.
My body jolted in revulsion as I saw a green serpent coiled around my
neck. My limbs became paralyzed. “Get this damn thing off me, and release
me from your fucking spell.”
“It’s no magic, but your mother.”
“It’s bloody nonsense.”
“Your mother is in the purgatory, neither here, nor there. She’ll languish
without moksha for eons–penance for her deadly sin.”
“What purgatory, what sin? I performed all the rites that would
guarantee her a safe passage. She’d have no reason to languish.”
In the silence that followed, I looked around.
“Dig there,” the woman said, pointing to a corner, “unearth a buried
secret, and you’ll know.” She vanished.
A pickaxe appeared where she stood.
It took me nearly an hour to dig at the spot she’d shown me and shovel
out most of the debris from a nearly five-foot pit. I could unearth nothing but
sand and stones, dust choking my lungs. I drew long, deep breaths, and
struck with the pickaxe again. I heard a clang as it hit a metallic surface.
Resonating laughter erupted from behind me. I turned around.
The monster stood, looming over me, growing bigger, until its head
touched the ceiling. “In this dungeon lies a secret, a truth that needs to
remain buried. You aren’t supposed dig it out, to stare into its ugly face.”
I took another long, deep breath. A chill crawled its way through my
chest, and moved down to the pit of my stomach.
“Go away,” it said. “Or, this dungeon will have one more body to hide.”
I stared at the glowing embers in the evil’s face. The monster had the
bloodshot eyes of my stepfather.
♥
A jackal’s howling brings me back from my reverie. I listen to the sound
of dry leaves crushing, then see a figure moving in the Yakshi’s veranda, like

a wisp of white cloud sailing across a dark horizon.
I train my flashlight at the vanishing image. Lush black hair glows for a
moment and disappears behind the teak doors. My feet grow cold, rendering
my legs immobile for a moment. Massaging my calves vigorously, I climb the
boundary wall and stand in her land. The fragrance of pala flowers rushes
again into my lungs as I breathe heavily.
She wears the perfume of wild flowers so that nobody recognizes the
smell of her ancient skin peeling into shreds. Is Mother repeating her lament
from the purgatory?
I walk briskly to the door and raise a hand to knock. The door creaks
open. A brass lamp illuminates the room with a dim light that filters through a
foggy haze. The smell of camphor invades my nostrils.
She lures you thus; her skin will glaze like a young virgin’s, her smile
will transmit lust’s glow. But, beneath the veneer, she is a vile creature, a
wriggling beast with curved fangs full of venom. Stay away from her!
Why would demons burn camphor? Aren’t snakes wary of its smell?
I hear the jingle of anklets.
She’s the Yakshi, the demonic maiden that thrives on human blood.
She wears anklets to lure men with their jingle; allure them to her bed, to
devastate them. Mother’s voice rings again in my ears.
I tread into an open room.
The Yakshi stands against a wall, clad in a white sari, sans a blouse. Her
arm rests above her head, golden hairs in her armpit glisten in the neon
lamp’s light.
“You ate up my father, didn’t you?”
“I only admired his talent.”
“You aren’t the Yakshi.” I start toward her.
“The Yakshi is a myth.” She steps back. “You should’ve looked closer
for the reality.”
“I know he died because of you.”
“He isn’t dead,” she says. “Not for me.”
“So, you’re holding him captive?”
She raises her arms and glides her fingers through the locks of her silky
hair. “He’s free to be where he likes.”
“You took away my father.” I gaze steadily into her eyes. “Why?”
Her eyes lock with mine. “I said I admired him. We were just
professionals.”
“You’re a professional?”
“You’ll still find my photographs, taken by your father, if you look in the
right places.” She wraps the tail of her sari tight around her shoulders.
Remembering the model’s photo I viewed, I take a secret pleasure that
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the Yakshi didn’t surprise me.
“There were scandals.” She takes a step forward. “Speculations about
our relationship; but, he always treated me just as a symbol of beauty from
which he could bring out art. I admit I may even have loved him.”
“That doesn’t grant you the right to hold someone’s husband captive.”
She comes closer and holds my hand. “I’m taking you to someplace
where I’ve never taken anyone.”
I nod. Wasn’t that the quest, a need to assert that I cannot rule out the
existence of the Yakshi as a myth?
“You’re taking me to a room, a view where I could see a dead man
living.”
The Yakshi hugs me, wraps the coils of her body around mine. I feel
the warmth of her lips on my neck, the sudden heat of her breath on my skin.
Perspiration breaks on my forehead, and I feel dryness in my mouth.
“You look exactly like your father.” Her breath grows hotter. “Do you
know, I killed your mother?”
“What?” I jump away from her.
“Yes, she burned in the fire of jealousy I kindled in her.”
“Bullshit, she choked in her own breath. I witnessed her death.”
“Exactly.” The Yakshi laughed. “Don’t most of us burn in the hellfire that
we ourselves ignite?”
Everything they said is right; her fragrance, the allurement of jingling
anklets, serpentine coils of her body wrapping around your body ... except
that there was no sting of venom; only the ring of truth, which is not what I
came looking for. I need my truth, a confirmation that she was responsible
for the loss of my father.
“Welcome to my abode.”
Behind her, I see another room. A single photograph of my father, sans
a garland that signifies death, stands on a huge wooden shelf. Next to it rests
an old Nikon, its black leather casing peeling to reveal the gray metal
beneath.
I understand the Yakshi. The absent garland signifies that she still
adores him as a living person. So, the Yakshi’s love for him is deeper than my
mother’s love …
“Thanks,” I say, “for allowing me to penetrate the Yakshi’s secrets.” Her
love for my father is even deeper than mine. A rush of blood pulsates
through my throbbing veins, making them stand pronounced, and I see their
dark green hue beneath my pale skin.
“But, you haven’t penetrated yours.” The Yakshi laughed. “The one
buried in your own basement.”
“How do you know I’ve been there?”

“Where else would you dig, to find the truth? Your stepfather, you
know ...” She gazed at me. “He’s your mother’s cousin. They were lovers
before your father married her, but their families didn’t approve of marriage
between close relatives.”
“You’re lying!”
“No,” she says. “It’s just that you don’t want to seek the truth. That’s
why you stopped digging. And, the real Yakshi, it’s the film of jealousy in your
mother’s eyes, through which she’d always seen me. So, she fed you lies.”
“You mean, they ...” My breath chokes in my lungs. The stink of truth
suffocates me. I look into her eyes. “Are you ... real?”
She opens her arms. I snake onto her bosom, feeling her warmth,
taking in the fragrance of her sweat that smells like pala flowers, and sink my
teeth into her throat.
“Aren’t we ...” The Yakshi swirls around. “Sometimes forced to do what
we don’t want to do.”
Her action takes me by surprise. And, as her fangs sink into my jugular,
it isn’t the venom of a serpent that floods into my veins, but the serum of a
truth I’ve never desired to unravel.

“No, the truth is more depressing … it gifted me,
very cruelly, what I wished for these past twenty
odd years.”
— Jake Jerome
“Step on a Crack”

Head

Mark Steensland

The first piece Burt found was her beautiful hand. He was looking for food in
the dumpster behind Chang’s near the mall. The cut at the wrist was as neat
and clean as a steak in a butcher’s case. In fact, that’s what he thought it was,
at first. But after he plucked it free from a tangle of chow mein, he saw the
bright pink polish on the nails. And although the one on the index finger was
broken, he used his clippers to trim it away, then filed it smooth so it looked
as nice as the others, only shorter. In his excitement, he forgot his hunger
and hurried back to his tent. And when he climbed into bed that night, he
gently brushed his cheeks with her fingers and sighed with relief that he was
no longer alone.
The next morning, he put her hand in his pocket and returned to
Chang’s to check the dumpster again, more thoroughly this time. He found a
whole bag of fortune cookies and a half-dozen spring rolls, but that wasn’t
enough to make up for his disappointment in not finding more of her.
He worked his way down the alley, pushing his cart ahead, then
parking and digging through the dumpsters, hoping against hope that he
would find what he was looking for.
He found her arm next, behind the Pizza Palace near the freeway. It
was dirty, but he used his pliers to turn on the faucet by their back door and
run water over it until her skin glowed white in the sunshine. He was
wrapping her arm in the cleanest towel he had when the back door
slammed open and the owner came out, shouting at him to get away or he’d
call the police. That was the last thing Burt wanted, so he threw the arm on
top of his cart and pushed it away fast. He didn’t even notice when one of his
water jugs fell off.
Back in his tent, he got his sewing kit out and chose the largest needle
he had. Then he threaded it with some fishing line and set to work, carefully
stitching her hand and arm together. It was a little messy and he had to use
more line than he wanted to. But if he squinted, he could hardly see the
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seam. He took his shirt off and put her arm across his chest, imagining the
rest of her by his side. When she ran her nails through his beard, he shivered
and kissed her palm.
Her other arm was in a dumpster behind the movie theater. Luckily,
that one still had the hand attached. Her legs were behind the grocery store.
And her torso was in the dumpster behind St. Matthew’s, of all places. He felt
more than a little embarrassed when he found that part of her there. Not for
himself. For her. Being naked like that in public. Especially at a church. He
quickly covered her with a blanket and hurried home.
It took all night (and all his fishing line) to connect her legs and arms.
But once the job was done, he was as giddy as a high schooler on prom
night. He assured her that he was a good guy. That he wouldn’t do anything
she didn’t want to. She hugged him then, and put one leg over both of his.
He could hardly believe how lucky he was to have companionship again
after all these years.
He found her head the next afternoon, behind the pharmacy. He was
surprised to discover she was a blonde. For some reason, he’d thought she
was dark-haired. He hid her carefully in his cart and used the few dollars he
had to buy another roll of fishing line. He bought thirty-pound test this time
because he didn’t want her head to ... well ... because he thought that part
should be the strongest.
He finished just before sunset.
He sat her up on the bed and leaned her against the back of his tent.
He decided they needed something special to celebrate with, so he went to
the liquor store and panhandled until he had enough money for a fortyounce beer.
As he stepped to the counter, he saw her on the TV. She was even
more beautiful than she was now. He figured that was mostly due to makeup and all. But he was sure it was her. And then the reporter said her name
was Audrey Miller and that she had been missing since Tuesday. That part he
could deal with. What really upset him was when her husband came on. His
name was Larry and he was a banker and he was crying and saying that he’d
been praying night and day for his wife to come home.
Burt left the beer on the counter and went back to his tent. He thought
at first that he’d really let her have it. Scream and yell to show her how angry
he was at being betrayed. But when he saw the way she was hanging her
head in shame, he felt sorry for her instead.
“Why didn’t you tell me you were married?” he asked, quietly.
She didn’t answer. To be fair, he hadn’t asked until now. And she
wasn’t wearing a wedding ring. But maybe she’d lost it. He sat in silence,
trying to figure out how to avoid what had to be done. But after a minute, he

knew it was no use.
He went outside and emptied his shopping cart. Then he draped his
big blanket over the top and lifted Audrey into it. Her legs were hanging over
the end, but that was okay. She wouldn’t be very comfortable otherwise.
As he approached her house, he saw a police car parked at the curb.
That’s what he thought it was, anyway. It wasn’t painted black and white, but
it had a big antenna and a black grate between the front and back seats. The
lights were on inside the house and through the window, he could see two
men in suits talking to a man sitting on a couch. Although Burt didn’t know
for sure, he assumed it was Larry.
He pushed the cart up the walk and brought the front wheels onto the
porch. Then he unbuttoned his overcoat and rang the bell. He backed up
quickly and held his coat open, the sides spread wide like a curtain,
completely blocking the shopping cart from view.
The porch light went on and the door opened. The man inside looked
at Burt and frowned. A lot of people looked at him this way. Audrey hadn’t.
That was one of the reasons he would be sorry to see her go.
“Hello,” he said. “Are you Larry Miller?”
“Yes. Who the fuck are you?”
“The answer to your prayers.”
“What?”
“That's what you said on TV. That you were praying for your wife to
come back to you. And she has!”
Burt dropped his arms and stepped to one side so that Larry could see
Audrey in the shopping cart. Burt was glad to see how surprised he was. But
then Larry said, “No,” and it was Burt’s turn to frown.
“Yes,” Burt said. “It’s really her.”
“No,” Larry repeated. “That's not possible.”
Before Burt could say something more, the two men in suits
approached Larry from behind. One of them pulled the door open farther
and they both moved forward. Their eyes got wide when they saw Burt.
Wider still when they saw Audrey.
Burt wanted to tell them how he’d found her, but Larry wouldn’t stop
talking. “It’s not possible,” he said, over and over. “I took her apart. I put every
piece in a different dumpster. It's not possible.”
When Burt heard this, he stopped smiling. For a moment, he wasn’t
sure if he’d heard him correctly, but when the detectives took their handcuffs
out, he knew it was true: Larry had lied. He’d said he was praying for his wife
to come back. But he hadn’t been. And now Audrey would be alone again.
And so would he.
For a moment, he considered grabbing the shopping cart and racing
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back to his tent with her. But he knew he wouldn’t get far. No. It was over.
“Oh, well.” He wiped a tear from his eye as he remembered what his
mother always said in moments like these. “Don’t cry because it’s over.
Smile because it happened.”

Memory Foam
Rowan Hill

The Officers ask if you have support at this very painful time. No, you
haven’t had any support for years, but you tell them you will be fine. You say
it over and over again until the words are sticky and swollen in your mouth.
You will be fine because you have to be. The other choice? Confession?
Jail? No, with a grimace and melancholy confidence, you say you will be fine.
A necessary ruse.
The Coroner wheels away the black bag, gleaming matte in the
morning light. The shape of a body, such a slight body, but one holding
enough venom it should have been serpentine.
A busy-body neighbor, a moth to red and blue flashing lights, pats
your shoulder. She has been very helpful and put the sheets, the death
shroud, in the washing machine. New linens cover the bed, waiting for your
eventual collapse from this very trying day when your wife finally lost the
battle with her lung condition.
You thank her and she leaves with the Officers, the Coroner, the red
and blue lights, and the body of the wife you just murdered in a manner to
look natural.
A long first morning, the silence in the house is absolute. No hollering
for meds. No raging bell demanding your attention. You would smelt that
goddamn bell into something new and celebratory. Maybe a champagne
flute.
The day is also long, well-wishers sporadically pop in like errant ants
in a kitchen, milling around sticky honey. Hungry for lamentation. They are so
sorry. Your wife’s illness was hard on everyone, such a raw deal. It could
have gone on for years; maybe this was better. You reluctantly agree and
think of the dog you buried when you were twelve so your eyes get glassy
wet.
“Yes, she is in a better place.”
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Was that too much? Should you have said it? It was true though. She
was bed-ridden and they were both angry. Death was better. Your
performance is much better this time. You’ve had time to prepare.
It is a long first day, but it is over. All over. Years of servitude to an
invalid. A shrew. A bed-ridden harridan.
You fall into the empty bed. There is no greater feeling than clean
sheets. It has been years since you sprawled on your own bed. To stretch
like a lazy feline. To arch, spread, enjoy silence, your weight sinking into foam
that molds and welcomes. The living room’s couch was your bed for years.
Preferable to sharing, horrid for your spine.
Rubbing your face into the pillow, lingering scents of your wife remain.
Vanilla oil she wore, saccharine and sickly. Demanding Camomile tea. Harsh
chloroform, pressed into her face for a whole bitter two minutes before you
could lovingly smother her with her own pillow.
It’s only a hint, a nasal ghost of a smell, but it’s there. Thankfully, the
nosey neighbor noticed nothing untoward, though she obviously lied about
washing the sheets?
You turn off the bedside lamp, that damn servant’s bell, the ‘husband’
bell rather, sits nearby. In the blissful dark, the quietude of a busy day finally
sleeping floods the room. No night lights, no bells, no labored breathing, no
sporadic hacking to startle you awake. Sleep beckons like a new mistress.
You were, are, so tired. But the peaceful night can resume now after years,
eons, eternity to your exhausted body.
But … something is on your tongue. Your fingertips find your smacking
lips, trying to pluck the mystery out. It is elusive and you need the light again.
Finally, it is pinched, and you extract a long black hair from your mouth. At
least two feet long, you need two hands to pull it off your tongue where it
uncoils from a hidden cheek cavity. You gag.
Her hair. Your wife’s raven hair she kept in a bun, perched on the top of
her head like a goddamn crown. Monarch of the bed. The neighbor definitely
fucking lied if her hair remains on the sheets. Woven into the very fabric,
likely.
You grimace and vow to overhaul this bed. This room. Rid it of foul
memories of a fouler woman.
The light is off again and you fall asleep after the long day.
Tinkling startles you awake, a Pavlovian ‘Coming!’ bursts from your lips
before you remember you recently killed your wife.
It is deep night and you flick the lamp, the chrome bell sitting
innocently. But there is something … wrong. Your body is … falling. You turn to
the other side of the mattress, a heaviness beside you. Weighty. But there is

nothing on the blanket. The mattress beneath your body shifts and you fling
the cover off in panic.
There is an indentation, sheets sculpting into the memory foam, the
shape of your petite wife laying prostrate. Your heart palpitates inside your
chest cavity, thumps so hard it’s like her fists are flailing and hitting you once
more.
The invisible body shifts, the mattress shows her on her side, facing
you in your marital bed. Blood blossoms onto her pillow and sheets and you
rip them away, exposing the mattress beneath. Something remains in the
foam, it must be, you reason. Bright red flowers where she bit her tongue
bloom and stain, and a thick indentation slowly crosses towards you. A
reverse worm beneath the soil. Every artery, vein, venule, capillary in your
body freezes ice.
Her arm, reaching for you, no longer to push you away as you hovered,
forcing life from her body. Now she’s reaching to drag you closer. Before you
can scramble off the cursed bedding, you feel the foam, thick and rubbery,
suck your leg down. In. A vacuum of hate.
Pulsing, throbbing, it suckles limbs and you screech with panic. Twist
and writhe in a chaos of sheets and blanket. The indentation, the memory of
your wife, the harpy ghost, welcomes your struggling figure and you fall into
her depression. Drawn into the nine layers of snugness, gasped, inhaled into
the deep nether regions of the foam. It envelopes your body like a vexed
lover welcoming another into the grave. Pulling into a cold, necrophilic
embrace. The lights of the room are swallowed as your struggling, thrashing
body is absorbed.
The mattress remembers what you did.

Her Color
Grace Rolen

People always talk about life being made up of these vibrant colors. I didn’t
understand for the longest time. All I ever saw was an infinite grayscale. No
two things ever quite alike but rarely could something stand out against the
monochrome. Beauty wasn’t color; it was when light conquered the
shadows. Even that didn’t happen often. But this was before I saw red for the
very first time.
When my father was alive, he warned how certain things in life could
swallow you whole if you let them. He learned the hard way that sadness
could take that toll and passed the knowledge on to me as his final lesson.
Grief can erase you. Love can erase you. Fear, desire, loneliness. But he had
not warned me about the danger of red.
I had never seen someone own a color, but red was undeniably hers.
At first it was just a dress. Something shiny and new she’d bought for a
special occasion. And when she noticed the stares as people passed, it
brought a small smile to her red-tinted lips and the color flowed inside her,
rushing to bring a tinge of humble acknowledgement to her cheeks.
I was trapped. A moth gravitating to the brightest flame an insect
would ever be fortunate enough to see. I mean, how can you discover
beauty for the first time and just turn your back? I was happy to simply bask
in the glow, to have my miserable grey brightened temporarily by her
presence. I had not lived the kind of life that makes a person foolish enough
to believe they could escape unscathed, and I had no plans to become a
shriveled creature twitching in the shadows after flying too close.
Yet, she was not content with the distance. So she approached me.
Threatening to collapse everything I had previously known about the world
around me as she came nearer, and nearer until I could even smell the red.
Strawberries floating through her hair and the slightest whisper of cherry
from her lips—the same lips that broke the final barrier.
“Hey! I love your shirt!”

♥
Once you start seeing the colors, there’s no end. Nothing will ever
touch me as deeply as red. I mean how could it? But I had always been on
the cusp of enjoying green. I found comfort in its muted tone. My father was
so proud of the eyes we shared. They weren’t glinting emeralds, like those of
the bare-chested love interests I had discovered in a dusty box of cheap
romance novels I wasn’t supposed to touch. They were as if moss had
somehow wrapped itself around our insides, he would say, to shield us from
curious strangers peering in. That was my green. That was not her green.
She took me to a forest. We had known each other for a month then,
the type of blur that lasts a lifetime. We were there to do something special.
A picnic, she called it. I told her if she wanted to eat food off the ground, we
could’ve done that in her kitchen without the mile hike. She laughed at that.
The world got a little brighter.
I leaned back on my hands, letting the cool earth greet my palms as
blades of grass threaded themselves between my fingers. I realized I was
touching everything all at once; a spot that had been marked by thousands
of people who had been to a thousand places before and brought all of them
there, to that tiny patch of grass. Perhaps a battle had happened here once.
Maybe a wedding. Maybe a picnic, just like ours. She leaned back, mirroring
my posture, and that tiny patch of grass was lucky enough to experience one
more piece of history, as her hand reached for mine. All our energy, those
feelings thudding a terrifying rhythm into our throats, flowed up through our
chests. They flowed down through our arms, straight into that little patch of
grass supporting our shared fears and hopes as well as two hands
intertwined tightly. As if they would never let go.
We lay back together, staring at the towering trees that turned the
outside world into an old, forgotten dream. A blanket of green, sealing the
moment as only ours. I told her about my plans to open a funeral home one
day. I wanted to help others in their grief, just as the kind old lady in black
had helped me once. And when I said all of this, she didn’t laugh. Not like
Megan from the apartment across the hall. She didn’t crinkle her nose in
disgust, like Aunt Sharon at last year’s Thanksgiving dinner; I always received
an obligatory pity invite. She nodded and stared so deeply into my eyes that
I felt my carefully constructed moss shrivel and retreat, revealing whatever
secret lay underneath. My eyes could have been glinting emeralds at that
moment. They could have been reflecting her red. Only she will ever know.
Days later, we found ourselves together again, staring into a roaring
fire. She had learned that I’d never made s’mores and described it as
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“nothing short of a tragedy.” I was a bit overwhelmed; there were so many
colors to notice. I focused on the bright yellow of the sweatshirt she had
wrapped herself in. Somehow, she was able to bring a little bit of sunshine
into the darkness.
She told me about her plans to one day become a flight attendant.
Sailing around the world, with her hair pulled back in a neat bun and a
crimson scarf elegantly tied around her neck, and never getting stuck in a
tiny town again. She felt stuck now, with a shitty job in a shitty convenience
store. Living in her cluttered childhood bedroom, having to hear her mom
and the boyfriend fight every night. Well, she was lucky if it was fighting she
heard. As she talked, I worked hard to absorb every detail of her. In the
flickering light, she seemed so elusive. I knew one day she’d be gone and I’d
be looking up from the ground, wondering if every plane soaring overhead
was her. Silently cursing the twinkling yellow specks in the sky for wrapping
around her in a way I never could.
I felt the urge to touch her. I needed to know she was real in this
moment before it was too late. I leaned forward to grab her hand. Solid. She
was real. I noticed a new warmth, but I couldn’t be sure if the heat was
radiating off the fire or her. Probably both. I had always been accused of
having cold hands. Like a corpse, they would say. Guess it runs in the family.
But she stayed, unflinching. I was reminded of the naive moth, floating
willingly into pure desire only to be zapped back into reality far too late. I
understood them now, for life meant nothing if you had never truly lived. We
stared at each other, even as the shadows around us swirled and the fire
crackled and the wind hit our backs with as much force as it could muster.
Nothing could steal this moment from us. She leaned in and suddenly the
yellow was against me, hungry and searching for every part I was able to
give. The yellow burned through skin and sinew, singeing deep into my core.
I wanted it to have all of me.
The sweatshirt lay abandoned on the ground, the yellow now satiated.
I had let it devour me. Deep red marks adorned my body and hers in a
pleasantly painful reminder that we were now etched into each other. She
traced those small circles as my head rested in her lap, staring at the sky. The
stars above me dimmed; they couldn’t have her just yet. Not like I had her.
More months flew by in this fashion, a pleasant blend of red and green
with moments of euphoric yellow. She decided it was time to formally
introduce me to blue, in all its endless depth. She took me to the ocean. I had
always wanted to go. My father had forbidden it; he warned that sharks
lurked below the seemingly inviting surface. They waited for just the perfect
moment of stillness, when your guard was down, before pouncing. Dragging
you under to be torn to pieces that would never be found.

She and I danced in the shallows, letting the blue wash away the heat
and leaving us dripping, shivering slightly. Wanting more. Ignoring my
father’s warnings, we dove deeper and plunged our heads under the water.
The pressure built in my ears, forcing me into roaring silence. I had nothing
to distract from my own thoughts, even though I could feel her. I gripped
her, desperately trying to prevent the all-consuming waves from pulling us
apart. But the thoughts were suffocating. I missed him. I wasn’t enough for
her. He left me. She would too. Perhaps that’s what my father had really
been warning me against.
The force pushed me up, warning me not to overstay my welcome. I
fought harder to keep my body below the surface. I wanted to prove them
wrong. I was enough.
She emerged first, head tilted back and eyes clenched tightly to keep
out the saltwater burn. Her body was rigid; she seemed unhappy with
whatever she had discovered below the surface. When her eyes finally
dared to peek open, one at a time as if testing their return to the world, I was
yet again lost in the depth of blue. Her posture loosened when she saw me,
allowing a soft grin to light her face.
There was a warmth blazing behind her dilated pupil that created an
atmosphere of safety, unlike the darkness of the ocean. I decided that blue
was nice, in those little moments, but it scared me to be surrounded by it.
Too much blue could steal you away under the surface if you gave it the
chance. A shark swimming away with your last breath, making sure no one
would ever be able to hear it.
We stepped out of the water, still branded blue by the droplets in our
hair, and watched the sunset. We talked about our plans for the future. Life
was getting more unbearable for her at home and now it seemed like all we
ever did was talk about the future. How I could start my funeral home near
JFK or LAX or some airport big enough to open up the world to her.
“It’s a good business plan,” she said, “I’m sure you’d get lots of work
from airport accidents.”
And every time she could, she would come back home to me. That’s
just how she said it, too—she called me home. My chest swelled. I knew
better than to get too attached to these plans, but I couldn’t help but imagine
the little home we could build together. We watched as the sky melted into a
canvas of oranges and pinks and reds that even painted a layer over the
ominous navy of the ocean. It always seemed to come back to red.
Every morning now, I wake up and count the colors. I am lucky to have
them. An effortlessly blue sky. The peeling yellow of my bedroom walls. The
green glow of a message from her, telling me she’s coming to pick me up.
She beams when she sees me, just as she had yesterday and just as
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she would tomorrow. I lace our fingers together while we walk off to
discover our next adventure.
The colors had become more complex. Yesterday I was introduced to
the gentle calm of lavender. Today she promised burgundy. There were
always more colors to find.
♥
I ran until my lungs burned and my feet ached, but the only thought
spiraling through my brain was of her. I couldn’t lose her. I stumbled around
a tight corner and saw the police tape, the sirens blaring. Red. Blue. Red.
Blue. The small crowd gathered as close as they could. People sickeningly
entranced by a news story that would only warrant a half-interested glance
at the television if they were at home.
“Did she fall, or did she jump?” someone whispered.
I pushed forward until I saw her. Her broken body, the angles all
wrong. A shriveled creature, twitching in the shadows. It was nothing like my
father. He was in his bed. Even with dozens of little green pills spilled out on
his nightstand, he looked peaceful. Why didn’t she deserve peace?
I ducked under the tape. As if a strip of yellow was supposed to keep
me from her. I thought somehow if I could just touch her, she would wake
up. Like in those old Disney movies she had been showing me. When all
hope was lost, the prince swooped in to reveal that the power of love could
overcome any odds. I reached out to her, hoping my hand would fall right
through like a hologram. Solid. She was real. She was real and she wasn’t
moving, wasn’t breathing even. Her eyes had yet to be closed, locked in an
unblinking gaze at nothing.
A man in a navy uniform grabbed me firmly and pulled me back
behind the line. I became just another body among the crowd of people who
would never know the thoughts that had once come alive inside her brilliant
mind. All they would ever know of her mind is how it looked, spilled out on
the concrete. Red. There was so much red. It was leaking out of her,
abandoning her when she needed it most. Draining from her lips in some
sort of sick final goodbye. Puddled under her body. Staining her clothes,
staining her hair, staining my hands from where I had held her. She was
forever red.
I stood there until most of the crowd had lost interest and left. Another
officer approached me with the same pitying look I had grown accustomed
to after my father’s death. He asked me questions about her. He asked me if
she had been sad. He asked me questions about myself. I didn’t answer
those.

Even after her body had been loaded up and removed, I sat there
taking in all the colors. I couldn’t move. Useless drops of blue streamed from
my eyes, making the world appear to be a blurry landscape of shapeless
colors. They leered at me from every angle and threatened to smother any
attempt at a cry for help. There were too many. They were too bright, too
vibrant. They stung my eyes.
Red was her color. Without her, it should no longer exist. So why could
I still see the red flickering OPEN sign from the Chinese restaurant across the
street? Why was it still tinting the stoplight dangling over the road,
encouraging a chorus of little red lights from the cars below? I glanced at my
hands again. They were stained a much darker red, lacking any of her usual
brightness. She no longer smelled of strawberries, but of a coppery rust that
made my nose crinkle. She had never winced from me; how could I be
wincing from her now? I folded my fingers, clutching the only part of her I
had left.
People always talk about life being made up of vibrant colors. I
understand that now, but I wish I never had. And God, how I wish I could
make the colors stop.

“It’s not very lady-like of me, but I can assure
you that I’ve never been a vulgar woman. I can’t
help it. I’ve always been a hopeful romantic.”
— Sam Lesek
“Young People in Love”

Step on a Crack
Jake Jerome

A prion disease, they call it. When the brain folds inward and eats itself. The
neurologist says it was likely triggered from an unknown viral infection, but
my mother’s blood tests never produce any results. Nothing does. I look
down at the spaghetti noodles roiling in the pot and wonder if this is what
the inside of her skull looks like.
“My baby.” She calls from the living room. “Where’s my baby?”
“I’m still here,” I say. Steam rises from the boiling pot and covers up the
kitchen windows like a shroud over the grey winter day outside. Not much of
a view anyway. Just an endless sprawl of barren farmland. Dead grass and
denuded trees. I turn my hands over the stove while my legs warm next to
the oven.
“Where’s my baby?” She calls again.
It’s all she ever says. Ever since the disease took hold, I mean. Like it
wiped her personality clean except those base maternal instincts.
Presupposing those maternal instincts existed to begin with, of course, and
anyone who abandoned her child as often and abruptly as she did when I
was young could never claim to possess a natural knack for parenting. No,
the truth is more depressing. The disease didn’t whittle her down to some
base maternal form. It gifted me, very cruelly, what I wished for these past
twenty odd years: A different mother entirely.
I step into the living room, leave the pot behind, just so she can see
me, see that I haven’t disappeared. She sits on the couch. Chunks of
meatloaf and tomato sauce encrust the front of her robe like little scabs.
Leftover lunch.
“I’m here. Dinner will be ready soon.”
Her hair, damp and long, hangs over her face like a ratty curtain, and
through it I see her smile.
“Come to Mommy.”
I repeat what I’ve already said and walk back into the kitchen, only to
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hear her call for her baby once more. No choice left but to clench my teeth
and ignore it. Boiling water is bubbling over the pot. Spilling onto the
stovetop. I strain the noodles and open the oven to check on the garlic
bread. Almost done.
The kitchen table groans under my weight as I lean against it and
steady myself to sit in the chair. Dad’s chair. I still think of it that way despite
Dad not sitting in it for over two decades now. Funny how ordinary things
become extensions of ourselves, how they outlast us and serve as testament
to our brief existences. After Dad passed, neither one of us would sit here.
Maybe it was some unwritten rule. Or maybe Dad was still sitting here and
our eyes couldn’t see him but our subconsciouses could. I don’t know. I do
know the first time I sat here again a year or so later, she slapped the back of
my head and said that I knew better. As if I’d desecrated it. When I left the
city last year to come back home and take care of her, I sat in this chair for a
long time that first night and thought about nothing.
She’s screaming for her baby again. This time in some primordial
simian shriek.
Ignore it, ignore it. Giving in only enables it. Probably escalated this far
only because I gave in to her last cry for attention. Seconds, minutes pass.
The screaming doesn’t stop. Doesn’t stop. For fuck’s sake, I slam the oven
shut and stomp toward the living room and cross the open doorway and—
No more screams. She’s not there. Only the soft impression on the
couch where she was moments ago.
My eyes dart around the room. The windows are shuttered to ease her
migraines, so the only light comes from the television’s soft glow and the
kitchen’s yellow incandescence. I see nothing, not where the little light
touches nor the shadows beyond it. It’s silent, too, except for the lowvolume applause from some talk show program. She’s done it again. Her
disappearing act.
It started after Dad passed, back when I should have known better for
sitting in his chair. Maybe I shouldn’t call it a disappearing act but an
abandonment act, because when it happens, she’s gone for hours or
sometimes even days. It’s like she rips a hole in reality’s fabric and climbs
through and zips it shut behind her. One time when I was twelve years old,
she disappeared for an entire week. It was the second anniversary of Dad’s
passing, and she’d just been laid off from her job at the feed store for
excessive absences, too many days she called out sick or said she had to
care for some relative in the hospital, but really she just closed the shutters
and sat on the couch with a blanket and laid down. I remember eating
breakfast with her that morning. I turned away to wash the dishes, and when
I turned back, she was simply gone, her spot at the kitchen table suddenly

empty. That week, I rationed the canned food I found in the cabinets and
wandered around the house and the surrounding farmland and cried a lot.
Cried for her. Cried for Dad. Then, one morning a week later, she reappeared
while I was again washing the dishes. I turned around and she was there in
her spot at the kitchen table as if she’d never left, still in the same clothes she
wore the morning she disappeared.
Every time she left, she came back a little meaner. This time I cried and
told her I hated her, instead of running to hug her like I normally did, even
though I didn’t hate her. Sometimes we say things we don’t mean because
they’re sublimations of feelings too painful to be spoken. She got up from the
kitchen table and smacked me across the face. Said she didn’t know what I
was talking about, that I’d lost my mind and she never left.
I’m walking through the living room now. I peek behind the curtains,
the couch. It smells like a doggy day care in here. I can only bathe her once a
week because she fights so hard against getting in the tub, and now the
stench is damn near stuck in the walls like cigarette smoke.
Still, nothing.
“Where are you?” I call, operating as if she’s still here even though I
know she isn’t. She hasn’t done this since I’ve returned to care for her. To
some extent, the passing time has buffered enough space between me and
the memories to sow a degree of doubt into the supernatural quality of her
disappearances, a tiny disbelieving voice in my ear that whispers, “never
happened.” It urges me to stop thinking like a child and go find her, because
she’s my fucking responsibility, and responsibilities aren’t voluntary.
Upstairs, I look in the bathroom and step on the urine sullied floor and
glance in the tub. Nothing. Through each room I pass, it hits me how much
the farmhouse hasn’t changed since I left for the city on my seventeenth
birthday. Same house, just filthy and stale. I pass the hole in the hallway wall,
still not fixed after all these years, where she slammed my head the day I left.
She had disappeared the day before, and when she reappeared, she did so
without any acknowledgement of my birthday—which I didn’t consciously
care about—and flew into a confused rage when I questioned where she’d
gone. After my head hit the wall, I decided to leave. I packed a few
belongings and walked to the bus station and washed dishes at a downtown
bar for fifteen plus years before returning again.
I step into the last room upstairs. My childhood playroom. Toy cars,
action figures, stereo speakers, and CD stacks used to fill the room like an
organized mess along the walls and across the floor. Back when Dad was still
alive. Before she made vanishing a frequent practice. All that’s left now is
bare carpet and a discarded bed frame. Directly above the bed frame is the
attic hatch.
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It’s open.
“Are you up there?”
Standing on the frame’s headboard, I latch my hands onto the ledge
and pull myself up into the attic. No foldable stairs, just a hatch. It’s freezing
up here. Empty, too, except for my breath plumes and the dust motes
floating in the only band of light from the half-moon window at the far end.
A smell—her smell—wafts from the back corner’s dark shadow.
I know I found her, but I’ve learned over the years she will only come
back when I say the magic word. Otherwise, her return is determined by her
own volition. Who knows how long that could take? As much as I want to let
her go, leave her wherever she vanishes to and give myself a reprieve from
the exhaustion, I can’t. I just can’t.
But I don’t want to say it.
It tastes repulsive in my mouth. A long, long time ago it used to mean
home. Before Dad’s heart stopped working. When we ate together at the
kitchen table and laughed and fell asleep on the couch with the TV on and
woke up in our rooms the next morning. Now it chokes my throat and makes
my stomach heave.
“Mommy.”
She storms from the shadow, reanimating from the darkness. Her feet
thud on the wooden floor. They thud, thud, and come toward me. She gasps.
Sucks in the air like an almost-drowned woman pulled to the surface.
“My baby,” she says. Her voice is water running through gravel.
I step backwards and my feet land on an unseen crack between the
boards. It sends me flailing through the hatch. Imponderable pain shoots
through my body as it connects with the bed frame, snapping my back in
half.
She stares down through the open hatch nine feet above me and
drools.
Saliva drips on my face from her spittle covered lips. They crack and
bleed as her smile grows wider and wider. She’s chuckling. My arms can’t
move from the pain, so I can’t wipe my face clean from her spit. In the
tornado of my mind’s thoughts, one hits me stone cold in the head like an
uprooted fence post swirling in the storm: Her neurologist said the disease
originated from an unknown viral infection. Unknown, as in not observed in
this world, at least. The illness from that unseen universe, the one she travels
to beyond the veil of our reality, is now dripping down my cheek.
Downstairs the smoke alarm blares through the house. The oven and
stove are still on and the food inside is burning. I wonder how long it will
take for the fire to spread. I hope it’s swift. The prospect of violent flames is
preferable to the disease now dripping into my mouth. I picture the fire

snaking around Dad’s chair, choking it, swallowing it.
Her arms flop down through the hatch, and her hands open wide. With
nails sharp as whittling knives, all ten fingers stretch outward. They stretch
far and thin and protract until they’re six or seven inches long like her skin is
flesh textured latex and the bone and muscle beneath is gelatin and corn
syrup. Her arms extend toward me and elongate with the same disgusting
transmogrification.
Her claws cup around the sides of my face, cold and wet and rough.
The skin on her arms is swollen with purple stretch marks. She’s still
chuckling. She’s going to take me to the secret place where she disappears,
and I can’t bear to look at that twisted smile anymore, but her grip holds
tight.
From the open hatch above, she calls.
“Come to Mommy.”

Birthday Dinner, May 28.
Jennifer Judge

Here are the facts: We are worried. He shows all the signs, fits the
demographic. Tests have been ordered. We wait for results. We have been
married nearly twenty years. I know every curve of his body, the hip bones,
the slouch of shoulders, the moles that dot his back, the lines that come with
his easy smile. We have daughters, twelve and fourteen, a house that is
unfinished, more years to work these jobs. We both know we don’t want to
do this alone.
Still. There’s a birthday. There’s a cake to be made (yellow, from scratch,
chocolate ganache), a dinner to prepare (marinated kebabs, lemon
potatoes), kids from whom truth must be hidden.
Here is what we secretly believe: If the universe knows how much we care,
it will take away the thing we love.

All Aboard
KC Grifant

The city lights teemed, sending a flood of crimson and violet colors along the
dirty harbor water.
Two dozen people crammed into a single boat weighed down with
basic medication, food packets full of concentrated goop, ample sedatives,
and a water-waste filtration system. Just one of many lifeboats of those that
had been exposed, cast out, waiting as the latest pathogen tore through
society and spent itself.
Maurice avoided the sedative—he wanted to be alert in case they
capsized or something went wrong. He also avoided looking at one girl in the
boat, who wore her hair coiled in dreads gathered on top of her head,
reminding him of Elle and making his chest knot every time he glimpsed her.
Most of the others around him sank into dazes, muttering occasionally. He
squeezed his eyes shut, the question running through his head like a water
hose he couldn’t shut off.
Why me why me why me
His mind picked over hundreds of choices he’d made in the past,
branching out like the intricate lacework of his grandma’s tablecloth, or like
the eddies of foam in the water around them. He had gone down this path,
all his choices leading him to this godforsaken boat.
If only he hadn’t gone to the store that morning. If only he hadn’t gone
down the produce aisle. If only his mask hadn’t slipped. If only the exposure
reader on his wrist hadn’t blinked red, a warning.
If only if only if only
“You have all been exposed. One in your group carried the virus in,” a
Protection Officer had said through his face shield to Maurice and the two
dozen people rounded up, right there in a roped-off area of the grocery
store’s parking lot. “You need to wait it out thirty-one days on a Q Boat
before you can return, then you’ll get your Orange Card.”
“Can’t we go to a room, a facility?” Maurice had asked. Being on a Q
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Boat was the pits—no power, no Wi-Fi, nothing.
“All full,” the Protection Officer said. Though he was muffled behind his
shield, his irritation came through clear as a whistle.
“What about sitting at home?” Someone else moaned.
“Can’t guarantee you won’t break the quarantine. No more complaints
or I’ll stick you with a fine on top of it.”
Maurice tried not to think of Elle, who he’d just started to get serious
with. Serious to the point where he had bookmarked a few rings on
DiamondsForever and imagined different ways of proposing. Was she sick
too? Was she waiting for him? And his ma—he definitely couldn’t think of her
and how she’d be shuffling in her worn-down slippers back and forth in her
apartment, anxiously wondering when he’d get back.
It was Maurice’s first time on a Q Boat. Now, not more than a couple
days in, they had seen two passengers on nearby boats dive into the water
and frantically paddle toward the shore. From boredom, madness or fear of
further contagion, Maurice had no idea.
“Happens all the time,” said Neck Veins, who acted like he knew
everything. He snorted. “They’ll just be sent back out here, if they make the
swim.”
Maurice didn’t remember everyone’s names, so he had given them
nicknames in his own mind, especially the ones who didn’t drug themselves
into stupors. Aside from Neck Veins and Elle Lookalike, there was Bug Eyes,
Blue Eyes and Tired Eyes, Skeletor, Fake Tan and Flabby Man. So far, none of
them had any symptoms nor the telltale purplish hue along one’s cheeks,
another of the virus’ inexplicable side effects.
The water looked burgundy in the twilight, making him think of runoff
chemicals, blood, toxins. He hated looking at the water but couldn’t help it.
The endless lapping waves gave him vertigo, making him feel like he was
about to tip over and be swallowed by the depths.
“I miss my apartment,” he muttered.
“It’s only a few weeks.” Sunhat Woman’s voice rang high and hoarse.
She said it every few minutes, or maybe every few hours, like a clock. She
pulled one of the reflective emergency blankets over her bony knees. “We’ll
be fine. Just fine.”
“O-M-G. You guuuuuys,” Blue Eyes wailed, wringing the corner of her
tie-dye dress. Blue Eyes tended toward whining and said everything that
popped into her head with the full force of a drama student.
“Lemme guess, another shark sighting?” Neck Veins smirked. “You think
every shadow in the water is Jaws.”
“The virus, dude.” Blue Eyes pointed at Maurice and everything in him
dropped to the bottom of the sea. His hands flew to his face.

“I don’t feel sick,” Maurice blurted and then realized Blue Eyes’ chipped
fingernail pointed past him—at Elle Lookalike.
The look of shame that fell over the woman’s face made the rest of the
non-sedated passengers sit up and take notice. In the boat’s solar-lit glow,
Maurice could make out a faint streak of purple, like fruit juice, along her full
cheek.
Everyone in the boat scooted back from her.
“You. You got us stuck out here,” Fake Tan raged. He jabbed an orange
finger at her once, twice. “And probably infected us all too. I missed my
daughter’s baptism because of this shit.”
“I didn’t know…” Elle Lookalike stuttered. Her eyes were white orbs,
rimmed with lashes longer than Elle’s. Her voice was softer too, like a pastel
version of Elle.
“How?” Blue Eyes demanded.
Elle Lookalike’s voice got very small. “My grandpa. I had to take care of
him.”
“I got laid off because of this damn Q Boat,” Skeletor said. Long
shadows ran down his gaunt face.
Fake Tan nodded in agreement.
“I’m sorry.” Elle Lookalike cleared her throat, not quite a cough, and for
a second a part of Maurice wanted to drape a blanket over her shoulders, tell
her she’d be okay.
“Let’s calm down. Have some medicine, maybe,” Sunhat Woman said.
“I have a better idea. Let’s get rid of her.” Skeletor stood, sending the
boat swaying. Some of the other passengers murmured.
“Quick, dude. Before she gets the rest of us sick, and we’re stuck here
longer.” Blue Eyes urged.
It wouldn’t be the first time someone had been cast out off a Q Boat.
Maurice had read a few accounts before he was out here, but never thought
he’d witness it firsthand. He froze as the shouts of the passengers and
protest of the woman rose.
“Wait!” Elle Lookalike gasped as Skeletor, Neck Veins and Fake Tan led
the charge to push her over. “Stop! Please!”
The woman’s eyes locked on Maurice. He couldn’t move. He shrank
inside of himself and a tiny part of him hoped they’d get it over with.
This can’t be happening, the shrunken part of himself said. You’re
watching a movie. You’re dreaming.
He couldn’t do anything. There were too many of them. But surely
someone else would step in.
“Help me!” Elle Lookalike screamed again.
Hands shoved.
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Other passengers looked on, disinterested.
Help her. Someone.
Elle Lookalike went over easily, the glittering water splashing around
her head. She choked and her hands flailed above the waves.
Maurice huddled in his blanket, making sure to cover his cheeks, just in
case.
He watched the colors twirl on the water as they floated away from
her screams.

Young People in Love
Sam Lesek

I am in love. Or so they tell me. They tell me through the looks young
couples give to each other, when the cashier in the general store smirks
when he catches me smiling to myself, through women’s newly bestowed
pearl necklaces and freshly applied rouge. The posters in town tell me as
they read, “Sliver Creek Valentine’s Day Dance, ’59.” And I know that one day,
the man of my dreams will be mine.
Today will be the three hundred and sixty-fifth time I’ve declared my
feelings for him. It’s not very lady-like of me, but I can assure you that I’ve
never been a vulgar woman. I can’t help it. I’ve always been a hopeful
romantic.
The man of my dreams is no Humphrey Bogart. Why, he actually looks
more like one of those advertisements you see in magazines and department
store catalogues—exceptionally ordinary and unremarkable, except for that
pearly white smile and those all-American dimples.
He’s at the college library I work at all the time. I think it was on the
fifth repetition that I finally asked him about his line of work, and he told me
that he’s trying to become an English professor. On the twenty-sixth
repetition of this Valentine’s Day, he told me that his academic focus was on
the words of the English language. A study called ‘etymology’.
The book he comes to the library counter with every day has been a
small collection of poems. I can’t summon the courage to ask him who the
poems are for, although I already know. My heart wouldn’t be able to take it
if he looked at me with those sparkling, sea-blue eyes and gave me the
answer.
You see, his wife is a lover of poetry. During a hundred of the repeated
Valentine’s I’ve been to his house, I’ve accidentally stumbled across her
reading the book in her housecoat, reciting the words silently to herself like a
hex being cast over me. Seventy-two of those hundred times, she was
waiting with it in the bedroom.
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I hate her. I always have, all three-hundred and sixty-four repetitions
I’ve hated her. Tonight will be no different.
My father used to tell me that it’s improper for a lady to be hateful. A
real lady never feels an ounce of anger, not even annoyance at small, petty
things. A proper lady always smiles. She never frowns or furrows her pretty
brows. Never ever does she say that her head feels like an old pot filled with
simmering water that is desperate to boil over. A lady grins and grits her
teeth through all of it, gracefully.
But my father also used to tell me that a real woman must fall in love.
Always.
Some Valentine’s Days I ask him what his favourite word is. It’s usually
something plain—“home” or “house”. Those are lies. He’s only told me the
truth once, and it turned out to be a name—“Rose”.
I think that was the evening I hid in their closet with the carving knife
from their kitchen. You should’ve seen the look on his wife’s dull face.
My favourite word has never changed. It’s been the same for the past
year of repeated Valentine’s Days. It’s “viscera”. A perfect word to describe
our love. Viscera sounds like the name of a god of the Classical world, a
wrathful deity of myth and legend that makes the heavens tremble and
brings Olympian-blooded heroes to their knees. A god who dwells in a place
of devotion and sacrifice built between bone-white pillars. Viscera is the
sound of a war cry chanted on the eve of battle.
Or it’s the small place inside of me, the spot where a lady stuffs her
rage. Viscera.
I make sure to leave the library at least an hour after he does, to go
home and make myself proper before following him to his house. It’s forever
snowing outside my library, flakes like glass shards falling from the sky. The
cold nips my cheeks, making them blush.
Once I’m home, I go straight to my armoire and pull out the dress my
dear mother bought for me on my sweet sixteenth, a silvery taffeta piece.
Then, from my lockbox, I remove a nest of a silk handkerchief and unravel it
to retrieve my only tube of lipstick. It’s a gutsy red. I’ve been using it only
sparingly although it has never worn down, even after applying it all threehundred and sixty-five repetitions. Still, I want to make sure I have it to wear
on our wedding day and on our honeymoon if February fourteenth ever ends
for good.
Finally, I set my hair into tight pin curls. I’ve so much practice now that
there’s never a strand out of place. Every one of my glossy locks sits
perfectly wherever it should be, just like the rest of the world on this
Valentine’s Day.
At seven o’clock, I walk through the quiet streets to make my way to

him.
My darling’s house is a clapboard colonial with a door that gleams
butter yellow in the night. There’s no fence to climb over. Only waist-high
hedges and a small picket gate.
It’s the back door in their thorny rose garden that I use to get inside. I
could enter through the front. No one locks their doors in these parts. But the
house’s floorboards creak like an old man’s knees no matter how quietly I try
to creep in, and the wife always calls out his name at the sound.
How odd it is that I’ve done this for exactly a year now. It’s as though
I’m trapped in one of those science-fiction pictures that play on the silver
screen. What’s peculiar is that no one else seems to know that every day is
Valentine’s Day, 1959. This day repeats itself over and over again like a
broken record player in a parlour. A curse, I first thought to myself when I
realized my circumstances, for time to stand still and for myself to be alone
in its stillness, to feel myself simmer. But I know that once I get him to accept
my affections, tomorrow might finally come. What else would this day be
for?
I gently shut the back door closed behind me. In my heels, I tread as
lightly as possible in the space where the floorboards meet the walls—the
most quiet way through his hallways, I’ve learned—and guide myself by
memory through the dark until I reach his staircase.
There’s a thin strand of light cast upon the steps, coming upstairs from
behind his bedroom door. Perhaps he’s waiting for me there. My heart
flutters as I slowly go up step by step. My breath sounds louder—a
nuisance—and I beg my body to be still, and then I press it against the door
and it silently glides open.
And there she is again. Reading her foolish book of poems.
My heart thuds in my chest as I can feel my brain simmering, ferocious
heat coursing through me.
“You—,” she stammers. Her eyes widen with each step I take towards
her. She pulls the poetry book closer to her chest, and then refuses to move
a muscle. Standing above her at the bedside, I can see the book shaking in
her clammy hands. I quickly glimpse a flicker of some strange emotion in her
eyes—shock? Terror? Faint remembrance? How awful to think that she’s the
only one who might really remember me while everyone else forgets after
the day resets itself. I smile down at her, gritting my teeth together, rage a
rolling boil, a single word repeating itself in my mind.
His voice calls out her damned name. There’s the sound of quick
footfalls ascending the stairs. I spin around to see him. My love is stepping
out from the darkness and into the dim of the bedroom. Light illuminates the
nooks and crannies of his face. The boiling inside of me stills.
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I take a step towards him. My lips move to form the word, “darling,”
but a loud bang echoes and leaves a ringing in my ears. A warmth creeps
down my back, cooling on its way to the crinoline of my dress. In the
periphery of my sight, I see her. She’s kneeling at the edge of the bed with a
pistol clenched in her hands, the book of poems right beside her on the
mattress. She doesn’t move as my vision blurs and she becomes a bleary
shape.
I crumple to the floor like a discarded card. My love towers above me
with that familiar, foolish look on his face, as specks of vibrant reds and blues
come into view. The colours tell me that we’re together at the Valentine’s
Day Dance already. Swirling, the reds and blues begin burning black. The
heat inside of me quelling cold.
His wife’s whimpering starts to sound farther away. I think she’s crying
about me being the woman she’s been having nightmares about, but all the
words slur together and mute.
I had wondered at the very beginning of this plight what the use in this
is. To declare my love for a man every day only for sleep or death to whisk us
back to Valentine’s Day morning with no respite. Surely if I keep trying, if he
finally accepts my affections, then time will finally continue.
The encroaching darkness lays its heavy blanket upon me. And a
thought, the first of its kind, reverberates through me while my being falls
apart—what is devotion if no time marches on?
It shudders my core that perhaps each of these days, that all of this,
has meant absolutely nothing. None of these repetitions has been for either
of us. Not even for his wife. That I may be better off without these affections,
that Valentine’s Day may truly last forever.
But, I am in love. Or so they tell me. They tell me through the looks
young couples give to each other, when the cashier in the general store
smirks when he catches me smiling to myself, through women’s newly
bestowed pearl necklaces and freshly applied rouge. The posters in town tell
me as they read, “Sliver Creek Valentine’s Day Dance, ’59.” The world tells me
by freezing time over like Hell itself. And I know that one day, the man of my
dreams will be mine.
Today will be the three hundred and sixty-sixth time I’ve declared my
feelings for him.

Ugly Cinderella
Molly Greer

I could pretend that I’m not crying
on the staircase like some ugly Cinderella.
That if I scrub these stairs hard enough,
maybe I can scrub away the memory of you,
wide-eyed in your bathrobe
at the kitchen table
on that day when something wasn’t right,
but I was tired,
and didn’t notice.
I could pretend it was okay to leave you
at the hospital alone,
because you were in good hands,
with trained professionals.
And all I needed
was to get home by 4a.m.,
and squeeze in an hour of sleep
before heading into work,
for that important meeting
that I can’t recall.
I could pretend I didn’t know it was the last time
when we said goodbye that day.
That I didn’t break character,
and cry in the elevator,
hiding my tears
from the kids.
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I could pretend that I’m okay with the way you went,
when you went to the garden alone,
even though we told you not to.
That you needed those flowers
for your bouquets.
And I could pretend
that the tomatoes I’m growing
are only for eating,
and not just for the smell of their leaves—
the scent of your hands in summer.

Insert Name Here
J. Paul Ross

At any moment, she’ll be in his arms.
Another second, another minute and she’ll enter the hotel’s conference
hall and he’ll shout her name and she’ll run to him and squeal, Daddy! He’ll
pick her up and never let her go. He’s going to cry and kiss her cheek. He’ll
blubber about how much he loves her, he’ll whisper, Don’t worry, honey,
you’re safe, and then they’ll go home … together.
He knows this because it’s happened hundreds of times in the eight
hours he’s been in this place: eight hours of staring at the double doors, eight
hours of waiting for them to open and eight hours of witnessing a hundred,
two hundred shell-shocked children stumble into the room. It’s been going
on since they told the parents to come here and he’s had to sit and do
nothing while the others got to scoop their kids up, simultaneously weeping
and laughing. He’s had to be happy for them with his heart caught in his
throat. He’s had to cringe when they’ve hugged and he’s had to do
everything he can to keep from falling apart when they’ve left. It’s the same
thing over and over, but in just another moment—another second, another
minute—she’ll come in.
She’ll be right in front of him with her funny little smirk and it’ll be their
turn to leave.
He knows it.
She’s probably walking down the hall right now in fact, and he gazes at
the handful of parents still here, some glowering into a void with collapsed
faces, some pacing the carpets with the fleur-de-lis designs of red, yellow
and purple, and others huddling in groups, muttering prayers with trembling
hands. For hours, they’ve been fidgeting beneath the yellow glow of the
domed chandeliers, frowning at their phones or the empty podium on the
stage, expecting at any moment to hear a voice, to see a form and to finally
breathe. They’re waiting for the tears hiding underneath every blink and the
sobs lingering within every sigh to end and the only interruptions are when a
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phone rings and there are the same conversations again and again.
I don’t know …
No. Nothing new …
They won’t let us leave; I guess they caught a guy in the halls, yelling
for his kid …
They won’t say …
No, if she was hurt, I think they would’ve told us already …
What have you heard …
I saw a minister earlier. I think they’re keeping those parents in …
He can’t recall their names but he recognizes many of them from
dance recitals, band assemblies, parent/teacher conferences or from the
half-dozen emergency rooms he spent the morning rushing to. Occasionally,
he’ll catch one of them glancing his way and they’ll both try to smile, both try
to nod but won’t be able to. They’ll merely go back to their phones or
peering expectantly at the door, making plans for tomorrow, practicing what
they’ll say when their kid arrives, swallowing the nausea and trying to keep
from screaming at those doors that haven’t opened for a very long time.
Around six, there was an announcement for everyone to be patient
and to remain where they were. They told them they hadn’t finished
interviewing the survivors yet but it’s well past nine and all he can do is keep
checking the newsfeeds and their endless repetition of the same numbers.
Twenty-three wounded …
Seventeen …
He shakes his head.
No,
is just outside the door.
Or walking down the hall.
There were hardly any empty seats when he first arrived here but the
rows of chairs have emptied one by one and there are only a couple dozen
people remaining—husbands and wives, grandparents and a handful of older
brothers and sisters. They’re holding onto each other, comforting each other
but he knows their stomachs are in knots, their hearts are pounding and their
minds are drifting from anxious hopes to quickly discarded fears; it’s in their
slouched shoulders and on their faces and it’s been this way from the instant
it happened this morning.
He feels both connected and sorry for them. In a few seconds, a
minute at the most, she’ll come through those doors. His wait will be over
and they’ll have to witness him squeezing her and stand there clenching their
fists while he weeps. The deputy will lead them away hand-in-hand and he’ll
want to encourage them. He’ll want to tell them their turn will be coming
soon but he probably won’t because he’ll be too busy saying a prayer of
thanks.

When they last entered this room, there was a request for pictures.
There were murmurs and sniffles at the disinterred memories, but when he
gave them the photo from her birthday, they said they needed one showing
her entire face.
He rises from his chair, wondering if they’ve fed her yet or if she’ll be
hungry enough to get pizza on the way home.
Then they wanted a description of what she was wearing and, when
he couldn’t recall if her shirt had been purple or blue, the deputy looked at
him as if something was wrong with him.
If she’s too upset for pizza, they’ll order soft serve vanilla ice cream
with the red candy shell. He’ll let her have two or three or four cones and it
won’t matter if she has a tummy ache because he’ll be there to fix it for her.
The news mentioned a few of them are still lying where they …
He shakes his head again and shambles toward a line of sconces, their
light bathing the beige wallpaper in an amber fan and once more, he checks
his phone.
His wife is probably over the Rockies and he hopes the signal on the
plane is strong enough for them to video chat. When she comes through
those doors, she’ll need her mommy. She’ll need to listen to her voice and to
see her smile but she’ll have to wait for a bit to be hugged.
He wonders if he should pick his wife up from the airport and he’s
pondering whether to bring
along when he realizes his little girl
isn’t going anywhere; she’s going straight home with him where he’ll lock the
doors and they’ll order pizza.
They’ll order pizza and ice cream and her mommy will come home
and they’ll laugh between tears of joy and relief. It’ll be a celebration she
won’t forget and when it’s finished, he’s going to tuck his daughter in and
spend the entire night watching her sleep.
He won’t close his eyes at all and in the morning, they’ll have orange
juice, link sausages and chocolate chip waffles and he’ll listen to her talk with
her mouth full.
And he’ll cook his famous spaghetti and salami casserole for dinner
and he won’t go to work for a month: he’ll take her to the park and they’ll go
to movies and she can visit any store she wants.
And she’s definitely getting a smartphone so he can make certain she’s
always safe.
And they’re going to Disneyland for her birthday—she should be tall
enough by then.
And he’s going to let her stay up late but not too late.
And he promises not to get mad at her for leaving clothes on the floor.
And he swears to never let anything like this happen again.
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She’ll be here soon—he can practically hear her voice coming down
the hall.
She’ll be safe in his arms in just another minute …
Another second …
Another moment more.
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and Full House Literary. You can find her on
Twitter: @MKGreerPoetry.

J. Paul Ross (“Insert Name Here”) is a
graduate of Metropolitan State University of
Denver and a Pushcart Prize and Best of the
Net nominee. His fiction has appeared in
numerous online and in print magazines and
journals including The Antioch Review,
Bacopa Literary Review, Border Crossing,
and Falling Star Magazine. Currently, he is
working on a novel set along the PanAmerican Highway.

34 ORCHARD

wishes our readers, writers past and present, and
supporters a joyful Holiday season
and a bountiful 2023!

About the Cover Art

The True Story Behind Ophelia’s Last Secret

Editor’s Note: Everyone knows I love creepy things. When a friend shared
this photo—and its story—with me, I knew I had to feature it in 34 Orchard.
Since the photo hadn’t been taken by him, but by someone he knew—Robert
Cedergren—I asked permission to use it, and it was granted … free of
charge! I was absolutely over the moon on both counts.
That said, out of respect for both my friend and Mr. Cedergren, I have
kept certain specifics—such as actual location and personal details—
private. While this lends the following description a Creepy Pasta vibe and
also ups the grip factor, it’s definitely not Snopes fodder. Mr. Cedergren is a
real person who really is a friend of my friend, and this is a true story.
♥
In the winter of 2022, Robert Cedergren made his way up a familiar
trail in a northeastern United States park, checking to ensure things were in
good order.
The season, so far, had been scant on precipitation, so other than the
lack of snow cover, nothing seemed amiss. Not only were there no lost
hikers, abandoned equipment or animals in distress or dead, there weren’t
any empty bottles or trash. The woods were bucolic, the ground carpeted
only by the previous fall’s leaves.
At the conclusion of his inspection, he headed back, retracing his
steps. At the halfway point, he spied something odd—a brilliant swath of
blue, perhaps a piece of clothing—in the middle of the trail.
He was puzzled. He’d tread right over the spot an hour before; it wasn’t
only obvious, it was an obstacle he would’ve had to step over or around.
When he got closer, he saw it was a doll. Unusually dressed as a nun,
and not in the forlorn condition he’d expect; she wasn’t dirty, torn-clothed,
water-damaged and broken-faced, but nearly pristine. In addition, the

water-damaged and broken-faced, but nearly pristine. In addition, the
leaves overlapping the corner of her habit indicated that she’d been there a
while—but no leaves had fallen in months. The only other thing that could’ve
accounted for that would’ve been a drop from a great height or the doll
being thrown.
Had someone been through here? He called out a couple of times, but
no one answered. Not surprising; what birder, hiker, or trail runner considers
a creepy nun doll standard gear? What parent would let her child leave her
doll behind? What child would abandon her doll, never mind want to play
alone all the way out here? What criminal would dump evidence where it
could easily be found? What religious practitioner would toss a sacred
object so unceremoniously in a place where it could be disturbed?
How did this get here?
Unsettled but fascinated, he hastily snapped a few photos and hustled
to his car.
It wasn’t until he’d driven a couple of miles that he began to wonder if
someone had been trying to get his attention. Should he go back and check
the surrounding woods?
He chilled.
He’d never been much for the supernatural, but what if it hadn’t been
someone trying to get his attention?
What if it had been something?

In this issue, seventeen artists brood on the secrets we
keep, and what happens when they are exposed.
Robert Cedergren ♥ Zachary Kellian
Samantha Bryant ♥ Kurt Newton
Douglas Ford ♥ David H. West
John Berbrich ♥ Hareendran Kallinkeel
Mark Steensland ♥ Rowan Hill
Grace Rolen ♥ Jake Jerome
Jennifer Judge ♥ KC Grifant
Sam Lesek ♥ Molly Greer
J. Paul Ross

Welcome to the house where the doors are left ajar.
Welcome to 34 Orchard.

